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Abstract
We consider a ground state (soliton) of a Hamiltonian PDE. We prove
that if the soliton is orbitally stable, then it is also asymptotically stable.
The main assumptions are transversal nondegeneracy of the manifold of
the ground states, linear dispersion (in the form of Strichartz estimates)
and nonlinear Fermi Golden Rule. We allow the linearization of the equa-
tion at the soliton to have an arbitrary number of eigenvalues. The theory
is tailor made for the application to the translational invariant NLS in
space dimension 3. The proof is based on the extension of some tools of
the theory of Hamiltonian systems (reduction theory, Darboux theorem,
normal form) to the case of systems invariant under a symmetry group
with unbounded generators.
1 Introduction
In this paper we study the asymptotic stability of the ground state in some
dispersive Hamiltonian PDEs with symmetry. We will prove that, in a quite
general situation, an orbitally stable ground state is also asymptotically stable.
In order to describe the main result of the paper we concentrate on the specific
model given by the translationally invariant subcritical NLS in space dimension
3, namely
ψt = i∆ψ + iβ
′(|ψ|2)ψ , |β(k)(u)| ≤ Ck〈u〉1+p−k , β′(0) = 0 . (1.1)
p < 23 , x ∈ R3. It is well known that, under suitable assumptions on β, such an
equation has a family of ground states which can travel at any velocity and which
are orbitally stable (see e.g. [FGJS04] for a review). Consider the linearization
of the NLS at the soliton, and let L0 be the linear operator describing such
a linearized system. Due to the symmetries of the system, zero is always an
eigenvalue of L0 with algebraic multiplicity at least 8. In the case where this
is the exact multiplicity of zero and L0 has no other eigenvalues, asymptotic
stability was proved in [BP92, Cuc01] (see also [Per11]). Here we tackle the
case where L0 has an arbitrary number of eigenvalues, disjoint from the essential
spectrum, and prove that, assuming a suitable version of the Fermi Golden Rule
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(FGR), the ground state is (orbitally) asymptotically stable. We recall that the
importance of the FGR in nonlinear PDEs was understood by Sigal [Sig93] and
shown to have a crucial role in the study of asymptotic stability in [SW99].
Similar conditions have been used and generalized by many authors. The FGR
that we use here is a generalization of that of [GW08] (see also [BC11, Cuc11a]).
The present paper is a direct development of [BC11] and [Cuc11a], which in
turn are strongly related to [GS07, GNT04, CM08, GW08]. We recall that in
[BC11] Hamiltonian and dispersive techniques were used to prove that the empty
state of the nonlinear Klein Gordon equation is asymptotically stable even in the
presence of discrete spectrum of the linearized system. Then [Cuc11a] extended
the techniques of [BC11] to the study of the asymptotic stability of the ground
state in the NLS with a potential.
The main novelty of the present paper is that we deal here with the transla-
tional invariant case. The new difficulty one has to tackle is related to the fact
that the group of the translations ψ(.) 7→ ψ(.− tei) is generated by −∂xi which
is an unbounded operator: it turns out that this obliges to use non smooth maps
in order to do some steps of the proof. To overcome this problem we introduce
and study a suitable class of maps, that we call “almost smoothing perturbation
of the identity” (see in particular sect.3.2). We use them to develop Hamiltonian
reduction theory, Darboux theorem and also canonical perturbation theory.
The fact that the generator of the translations is not smooth causes some
difficulties also in the use of Strichartz estimates, but such difficulties were
already overcome by Beceanu [Bec12] and by Perelman [Per11], so we simply
apply their method to our case.
We now describe the proof. First, we use Marsden Weinstein reduction
procedure in order to deal with the symmetries. In order to overcome the
problems related to the fact that the generators of the symmetry group are
unbounded, we fix a concrete local model for the reduced manifold and work
in it. The local model is a submanifold contained in the level surface of the
integrals of motion. The restriction of the Hamiltonian and of the symplectic
form to such a submanifold give rise to the Hamiltonian system one has to
study. The advantage of such an approach is that the ground state appears
as a minimum of the Hamiltonian, so one is reduced to study the asymptotic
stability of an elliptic equilibrium, a problem close to that studied in [BC11].
However the application of the methods of [BC11, Cuc11a] to the present case is
far from trivial, since the restriction of the symplectic form to the submanifold
turns out to be in noncanonical form, and to have non smooth coefficients
(some “derivatives” appear). So, we proceed by first proving a suitable version
of the Darboux theorem which reduces the symplectic form to the canonical
one. This requires the use of non smooth transformations. We point out that
a key ingredient of our developments is that the ground state is a Schwartz
function, and this allows to proceed by systematically moving derivatives from
the unknown function to the ground state.
Then we study the structure of the Hamiltonian in the Darboux coordinates
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and prove that it has a precise (and quite simple) form. Subsequently, following
[BC11, Cuc11a], we develop a suitable version of normal form theory in order
to extract the essential part of the coupling between the discrete modes and
the continuous ones. Here we greatly simplify the theory of [BC11, Cuc11a].
In particular we think that we succeeded in developing such a theory under
minimal assumptions. We also point out that in the present case the canonical
transformations putting the system in normal form are not smooth, but again
almost smoothing perturbation of the identity.
Finally, following the scheme of [GNT04, CM08, BC11, Cuc11a], we use
Strichartz estimates in order to prove that there is dispersion, and that the
energy in the discrete degrees of freedom goes to zero as t→∞. As we already
remarked there are some difficulties in the linear theory, difficulties that we
overcome using the methods of [Per11]. In this part, we made an effort to point
out the properties that the nonlinearity has to fulfill in order to ensure the
result. Thus we hope to have proved a result which can be simply adapted to
different models.
We now discuss more in detail the relation with the paper [Cuc11a]. In
[Cuc11a] Cuccagna studied the case of NLS with a potential and proved a result
similar to the present one. Here we generalize Cuccagna’s result in several
aspects. The first one is that we allow the system to have symmetry groups
with more than one dimension, but the main improvement we get consists of
the fact that we allow the symmetries to be generated by unbounded operators
(as discussed above). Furthermore we work in an abstract framework.
Finally, we work here on the reduced system (according to Marsden-Wein-
stein theory), but we think that all the arguments developed in such a context
could be reproduced also working in the original phase space. We also expect
that the same (maybe more) difficulties will appear also when working in the
original phase space.
Three days before the first version of this paper was posted in Arxiv, the
paper [Cuc11b] was also posted there. The paper [Cuc11b] deals exactly with
the same problem. The result of [Cuc11b] is very close to the present one, but
weaker: the result of such a paper is valid only for initial data of Schwartz
class, while the control of the difference between the soliton and the solution
is obtained in energy norm, and no decay rate is provided. Such a kind of
conclusions is usual for initial data in the energy space, while the typical result
valid for solutions corresponding to initial data decaying in space also controls
the rate of decay of the solution to the ground state. On the contrary, in the
present paper we give a result valid for any initial datum of finite energy (and
of course we do not deduce a decay rate).
A further difference between the two papers is that, here a large part of the
proof is developed in an abstract framework, thus we expect our result to be
simply applicable also to different systems. We are not aware of other papers
in the domain of asymptotic stability in dispersive Hamiltonian PDEs in which
the proof is developed in an abstract framework.
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Our proof is also much simpler than that of [Cuc11b], indeed in order to
generate the flow of the transformation introducing Darboux coordinates (and
the transformations putting the system in normal form) we use a technique
coming from the theory of semilinear PDEs, while [Cuc11b] uses techniques
coming from quasilinear PDEs.
A further difference, is that we work using Marsden Weinstein reduction,
while [Cuc11b] works in the original phase space.
The paper is organized as follows: in sect. 2 we state our main result for the
NLS; in sect. 3 we set up the abstract framework in which we work and state
and prove the Darboux theorem mentioned above; in sect. 4 we study the form
of the Hamiltonian in the Darboux coordinates. In sect. 5 we use canonical
perturbation theory in order to decouple as far as possible the discrete degrees
of freedom from the continuous ones; in sect. 6 we prove that the variables
corresponding to the continuous spectrum decay dispersively and the variables
corresponding to the discrete spectrum decay at zero; here the main abstract
theorem 6.1 is stated and proved; in sect. 7 we apply the abstract theory to the
NLS. In the first Appendix we prove that the dynamics of the reduced system,
while in the second one, we reproduce Perelman’s Lemma on the dispersion of
the linear system.
Acknowledgments. First, I would like to warmly thank Galina Perelman for
sending me her notes on asymptotic stability of solitons in energy space. During
the preparation of this paper I benefit of the constructive criticism and of the
suggestions by many persons. In particular I would like to thank N. Burq,
P. Gerard, S. Gustafson, T. Kappeler, E. Terraneo. In the second version of
[Cuc11b] some criticisms are raised on a previous version of the present paper.
The analysis stimulated by such criticisms led me to a considerable simplification
of the proof.
2 Asymptotic stability in NLS
We state here our result on the NLS eq. (1.1). We assume
(H1) There exists an open interval I ⊂ R such that, for E ∈ I the equation
−∆bE − β′(b2E)bE + EbE = 0 , (2.1)
admits a C∞ family of positive, radially symmetric functions bE belonging
to the Schwartz space.
(H2) One has
d
dE ‖bE‖
2
L2 > 0, E ∈ I.
Then one can construct traveling solitons, which are solutions of (1.1) of the
form
ψ(x, t) = e
−i
(
E− |v|
2
4
)
t
e−i
v·x
2 bE(x− vt) . (2.2)
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(H3) Consider the operators
A+ := −∆+ E − β′(b2E) , A− := −∆+ E − β′(b2E)− 2β′′(b2E)b2E , (2.3)
then the Kernel of the operator A+ is generated by bE and the Kernel of
the operator A− is generated ∂jbE , j = 1, 2, 3.
Remark 2.1. Under the above assumptions the solutions (2.2) are orbitally sta-
ble (see e.g. [FGJS04]).
In order to state the assumptions on the linearization at the soliton insert
the following Ansatz in the equations
ψ(x, t) = e
−i
(
E− |v|
2
4
)
t
e−i
v·x
2 (bE(x− vt) + χ(x− vt)) , (2.4)
and linearize the so obtained equation in χ. Then one gets an equation of the
form χ˙ = L0χ with a suitable L0. It can be easily proved that the essential
spectrum of L0 is
⋃
±±i[E ,+∞) and that 0 is always an eigenvalue. The rest
of the spectrum consists of purely imaginary eigenvalues ±iωj , that we order as
follows 0 < ω1 ≤ ω2 ≤ ... ≤ ωK . We assume that
(H4) ωK < E . Furthermore, let rt be the smallest integer number such that
rtω1 > E , then we assume ω · k 6= E , ∀k ∈ ZK : |k| ≤ 2rt.
(H5) ±iE are not resonances of L0.
(H6) The Fermi Golden Rule (6.51) holds.
The main theorem we are now going to state refers to initial data ψ0 which
are sufficiently close to a ground state. In its statement we denote by ǫ the
quantity below
ǫ := inf
q40∈R,q0∈R
3,v0∈R3,E0∈I
∥∥∥ψ0 − e−iq40e−i v0·x2 bE0(x− q0)∥∥∥
H1
(2.5)
Theorem 2.2. Assume ǫ is small enough, then there exist C1 functions
E(t), v(t), q4(t),q(t), y4(t),y(t) ,
and ψ+ ∈ H1 such that the solution ψ(t) with initial datum ψ0 admits the
decomposition
ψ(x, t) = e−iq
4(t)e−i
v(t)·x
2 bE(t)(x − q(t)) + e−iy
4(t)χ(x− y(t), t) (2.6)
and
lim
t→+∞
∥∥χ(t)− eit∆ψ+∥∥H1 = 0 . (2.7)
Furthermore the functions E(t), v(t), q˙4(t), y˙4(t), q˙(t), y˙(t) admit a limit as t→
+∞.
The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of an abstract version of this
theorem.
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3 General framework and the Darboux theorem
Consider a scale of Hilbert spaces H ≡ {Hk}k∈Z, Hk+1 →֒ Hk continuously.
The scalar product in H0 will be denoted by 〈.; .〉; such a scalar product is also
the pairing between Hk and H−k. We will denote H∞ := ∩kHk, and H−∞ :=
∪kHk. Let E : Hk → Hk, ∀k be a linear continuous operator skew-symmetric
with respect to 〈.; .〉. Assume it is continuously invertible. Let J : Hk → Hk
be its inverse (Poisson tensor). We endow the scale by the symplectic form
ω(U1, U2) := 〈EU1;U2〉, then the Hamiltonian vector field XH of a function H
is defined by XH = J∇H ,where ∇H is the gradient with respect to the scalar
product of H0.
Remark 3.1. In the application to dispersive equations one has to deal with
weighted Sobolev space Hk1,k2 , which are labeled by a couple of indexes. All
what follows holds also in such a situation provided one defines the notation
(k1, k2) > (l1, l2) by k1 > l1 and k2 ≥ l2.
For j = 1, ..., n, let Aj : Hk → Hk−dj , ∀k ∈ Z and some dj ≥ 0, be n
bounded selfadjoint (with respect to 〈.; .〉) linear operators, and consider the
Hamiltonian functions Pj(u) := 〈Aju;u〉/2. Then XPj = JAj generates a flow
in H0 denoted by etJAj .
Remark 3.2. In the case of multiple indexes the index dj represents the loss of
smoothness and always acts only on the first index, namely one has AjH
k1,k2 ⊂
Hk1−dj ,k2 .
Remark 3.3. The operators JAj will play the role of the generators of the sym-
metries of the Hamiltonian system we will study. Correspondingly the functions
Pj will be integrals of motion.
We denote dA := maxj=1,...,n dj . For i, j = 1, ..., n we assume that, on H∞
one has
(S1) [Aj , E] = 0,
(S2) AiJAj = AjJAi which implies {Pj ,Pi} = 0 = 〈Aju; JAiu〉.
(S3) For any t ∈ R the map etJAj leaves invariant Hk for all k large enough.
Let A0 be a linear operator with the same properties of the Aj ’s. Assume
d0 ≥ dA. The Hamiltonian we will study has the form
H(u) = P0(u) +HP (u) , P0(u) = 1
2
〈u;A0u〉 , (3.1)
where HP is a nonlinear term on which we assume
(P1) There exists k0 and an open neighborhood of zero Uk0 ⊂ Hk0 such that
HP ∈ C∞(Uk0 ,R).
We also assume that (on H∞)
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(S4) HP and P0 Poisson commutes with each one of the functions Pj :
{P0;Pj} = {HP ;Pj} = 0 , j = 1, ..., n (3.2)
We are interested in bound states η, namely in phase points such that u(t) :=
etλ
jJAjη is a solution of the Hamilton equations of H . Here and below we use
Einstein notation according to which sum over repeated indexes is understood.
The indexes will always run between 1 and n. Then η has to fulfill the equation
A0η +∇HP (η)− λjAjη = 0 . (3.3)
We assume
(B1) There exists an open set I ⊂ Rn and a C∞ map
I ∋ p 7→ (ηp, λ(p)) ∈ H∞ × Rn ,
s.t. (ηp, λ(p)) fulfills equation (3.3). Furthermore the map p → λ is 1 to
1.
(B2) For any fixed p ∈ I, the set C := ⋃q∈Rn eqjJAjηp is a smooth n dimensional
submanifold of H∞.
(B3) The manifold
⋃
p∈I ηp is isotropic, namely the symplectic form ω vanishes
on its tangent space.
By (B1) it is possible to normalize the values of pj in such a way that
Pj(ηp) = pj , Form now on we will always assume such a condition to be satisfied.
In particular it follows (by deriving with respect to pk), that〈
Aj
∂ηp
∂pk
; ηp
〉
= δkj . (3.4)
Remark 3.4. By the proof of Arnold Liouville’s theorem, the manifold C of
hypothesis (B2) is diffeomorphic to Tk × Rn−k, where T = R/2πZ.
Consider the symplectic manifold
T :=
⋃
q∈Rn,p∈I
eq
jJAjηp ,
namely the manifold of bound states; its tangent space is given by
TηpT := span
{
JAjηp,
∂ηp
∂pj
}
(3.5)
and its symplectic orthogonal TωηpT is given by
TωηpT
=
{
U ∈ H−∞ : ω (JAjηp;U) = 〈Ajηp;U〉 = ω
(
∂ηp
∂pj
;U
)
= 〈E∂ηp
∂pj
;U〉 = 0
}
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Lemma 3.5. One has H−∞ = TωηpT ⊕ TηpT . Explicitly the decomposition of a
vector U ∈ H−∞ is given by
U = Pj
∂ηp
∂pj
+QjJAjηp +Φp , (3.6)
with
Qj = −〈E∂ηp
∂pj
;U〉 , Pj = 〈Ajηp;U〉 (3.7)
and Φp ∈ TωηpT given by
Φp = ΠpU := U − 〈Ajηp;U〉∂ηp
∂pj
+ 〈E∂ηp
∂pj
;U〉JAjηp . (3.8)
Proof. The first of (3.7) is obtained taking the scalar product of (3.6) with
−E ∂ηp∂pj , exploiting (3.4) and
〈E∂ηp
∂pj
,
∂ηp
∂pk
〉 = 0 (3.9)
which is equivalent to (B3). Taking the scalar product of (3.6) with Ajηp we
get the second of (3.7). Then (3.8) immediately follows.
Remark 3.6. A key point in all the developments of the paper is that the projec-
tor Πp defined by (3.8) is a smoothing perturbation of the identity, namely 1l−
Πp ∈ C∞(I, B(H−k,Hl)), ∀k, l, where B(H−k,Hl) is the space of bounded op-
erators from H−k to Hl. In particular one has that ∂Πp∂pi ∈ C∞(I, B(H−k,Hl)).
An explicit computation shows that the adjoint of Πp is given by
Π∗pU := U − 〈
∂ηp
∂pj
;U〉Ajηp + 〈JAjηp, U〉E∂ηp
∂pj
. (3.10)
Some useful formulae are collected below
EΠp = Π
∗
pE , JΠ
∗
p = ΠpJ ,
∂Πp
∂pj
=
∂Π2p
∂pj
= Πp
∂Πp
∂pj
+
∂Πp
∂pj
Πp . (3.11)
Πp
∂Πp
∂pj
Πp = 0 ,
(
∂Πp
∂pj
)∗
=
∂Π∗p
∂pj
, E
∂Πp
∂pj
=
∂Π∗p
∂pj
E . (3.12)
In the following we will work locally close to a particular value
p0 ∈ I. Thus we fix it and define
Vk := Πp0Hk (3.13)
which we endow by the topology of Hk.
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Remark 3.7. For any positive k, l, one has
‖(ΠpΠp′ −Πp′)u‖Hk ≤ Ck,l |p− p′| ‖u‖H−l , (3.14)
and, by the first of (3.12), one has∥∥∥∥Πp ∂Πp∂pj φ
∥∥∥∥
Hk
≤ Ckl |p− p0| ‖φ‖H−l . (3.15)
Remark 3.8. Consider the operator Πp : V−∞ → ΠpH−∞; it has the structure
1l + (Πp −Πp0), and one has
‖(Πp −Πp0)φ‖Hk ≤ C |p− p0| ‖φ‖H−l . (3.16)
Thus, by Neumann formula the inverse Π˜p
−1
of Πp has the form Π˜p
−1
= 1l+S
with S fulfilling (3.16).
3.1 Reduced manifold
We introduce now the reduced symplectic manifold obtained by exploiting the
symmetry. In the standard case where the generators of the symmetry group
are smooth (i.e. dj = 0) the construction is standard and goes as follows.
Fix p0 ∈ I as above and define a surface S = {u : Pj(u) = p0j}, then pass
to the quotient with respect to the group action of Rn on S defined by (q, u) 7→
eq
jJAju, obtaining the reduced phase spaceM. A local model ofM close to ηp0
is obtained by taking a codimension n submanifold of S transversal to the orbit
of the group. Here we proceed the other way round: we choose a submanifold
M ⊂ S of codimension n, transversal to the orbit of the group at ηp0 , and we
study the Hamiltonian system obtained by restricting the Hamiltonian to M.
Fix some k ≥ 0, and consider the map
I × Vk ∋ (p, φ) 7→ i0(p, φ) := ηp +Πpφ ; (3.17)
we will use the implicit function theorem (see lemma 3.14) in order to compute
pj = pj(φ) in such a way that the image of the map
Vk ∋ φ 7→ i(φ) := ηp(φ) +Πp(φ)φ ⊂ S , (3.18)
is the wanted local model of M, and i is a local coordinate system in it. In
studying this map we will use a class of maps which will play a fundamental
role in the whole paper. First we introduce a suitable notion of smooth and
regularizing map between scales of Hilbert spaces.
Let H ≡ {Hk} and H˜ ≡ {H˜l} be two scales of Hilbert spaces, then we give
the following definitions
Definition 3.9. A map f will be said to be of class AℓS(H, H˜) if, ∀r, l ≥ 0
there exist k and an open neighborhood of the origin Urlk ⊂ Hk such that
f ∈ Cr(Urlk; H˜l) . (3.19)
Sometimes such maps will be called almost smooth.
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We will use the same notation also when one of the two scales, or both are
composed by a single space.
Remark 3.10. If T ∈ AℓS(H,H) then, by (P1), HP ◦ T ∈ AℓS(H,R).
Definition 3.11. A map f will be said to be regularizing or of class CR(H, H˜)
if, ∀r, l, k ≥ 0 there exists an open neighborhood of the origin Urlk ⊂ H−k such
that
f ∈ Cr(Urlk; H˜l) . (3.20)
In the following the width of open sets does not play any role so we will
avoid to specify it. In particular we will often consider maps from an Hilbert
space (typically Rn × Vk) to some other space, by this we always mean a map
defined in an open neighborhood of the origin.
Definition 3.12. For i, j ≥ 0, a map S will be said to be of class Sij if there
exists a regularizing map S˜ ∈ CR(H˜,H), H˜ := Rn ⊕ V such that S(φ) =
S˜(P(φ), φ) for sufficiently small φ ∈ VdA/2, and the map S˜ fulfills, ∀m, k ≥ 0,∥∥∥S˜(N,φ)∥∥∥
Hm
≤ Cmk|N |i ‖φ‖jH−k , (3.21)
∀(N,φ) in some neighborhood of the origin in Rn×V−k (which can depends on
m).
In the case of maps taking values in Rn we give an analogous definition.
Definition 3.13. For i, j ≥ 0, a map R will be said to be of class Rij if there
exists a regularizing map R˜ ∈ CR(H˜,Rn), H˜ := Rn ⊕ V , such that R(φ) =
R˜(P(φ), φ) for sufficiently small φ ∈ VdA/2, and ∀k ≥ 0 the map R˜ fulfills∥∥∥R˜(N,φ)∥∥∥ ≤ Ck|N |i ‖φ‖jH−k , (3.22)
∀(N,φ) in some neighborhood of the origin in Rn × V−k.
The functions belonging to the classes of definitions 3.12 and 3.13 will be
called smoothing.
In the following we will identify a smoothing function S (or R) with the
corresponding function S˜ (or R˜). Most of the times functions of class Skl (Rlk
resp.) will be denoted by Skl (R
k
l resp.). Furthermore, since the only relevant
property of such functions are given by the inequalities (3.21) and (3.22) we will
use the same notation for different smoothing functions. For example we will
meet equalities of the form
S11 + S
1
2 = S
1
1 (3.23)
where obviously the function S11 at r.h.s. is different from that at l.h.s.
Finally, we always consider functions and vector fields as functions of N,φ,
with the idea that, at the end of the procedure we will put Nj = Pj(φ).
Lemma 3.14. There exists a smoothing map p ∈ R00 with the following prop-
erties
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(1) For any j = 1, ..., n, and for φ ∈ VdA/2, one has
Pj(ηp(P(φ),φ) +Πp(P(φ),φ)φ) = p0j ;
(2) there exist R12 ∈ R12 s.t. p = p0 −N +R12(N,φ);
(3) Define the matrix M = M(N,φ), by (M−1)jk = δjk + 〈Πpφ;Aj ∂Πp
∂pk
φ〉
(evaluated at p = p(N,φ)), then the gradient of p(P(φ), φ) is given by
∇pj = −
∑
k
MjkΠ
∗
p0Akφ . (3.24)
Proof. First remark that one has
Pj(ηp +Πpφ) = pj + Pj(Πpφ) = pj + Pj(φ) + Vj(p, φ) , (3.25)
where Vj(p, φ) := Pj(Πpφ) − Pj(φ) extends to a regularizing map (p, φ) 7→
Vj(p, φ), V ∈ CR(Rn ⊕ V ,Rn) which ∀k fulfills
|Vj(p, φ)| ≤ Ck |p− p0| ‖φ‖2H−k . (3.26)
We fix k and apply the implicit function theorem to the system of equations
0 = Fj(p,N, φ) := pj +Nj + Vj(p, φ)− p0j (3.27)
in (p,N, φ) ∈ Rn × Rn × V−k. Using the definition of Vj , one gets
∂Fj
∂pk
= δkj + 〈Πpφ;Aj
∂Πp
∂pk
φ〉 = (M−1)jk .
Since
∂Fj
∂pk
≡ (M−1)jk is invertible, the implicit function theorem ensures the
existence of a smooth function p = p(N,φ) from Rn×H−k to Rn solving (3.27).
Then the estimate ensuring p−(p0−N) ∈ R12 follows from the fact that p(p0, φ)−
(p0−N) = 0 and from the computation of the differential of p with respect to φ,
which gives dφp(N,φ) = −MdφV , which in turn shows that dφp(N, 0) = 0 since
V is quadratic in φ. Equation (3.24) is an immediate consequence of the formula
for the derivative of the implicit function applied directly to (3.25) = p0.
We are now going to study the correspondence between the dynamics in the
reduced phase space Vk0 , (for some k0) and the dynamics of the complete sys-
tem. We endow V0 by the symplectic form Ω := i∗ω (pull back) and consider an
invariant Hamiltonian function H : Hk0 → R, namely a function with the prop-
erty that H(eq
jJAju) = H(u). We will denote by Hr := i
∗H the corresponding
reduced Hamiltonian.
Remark 3.15. By the smoothness of the map p 7→ ηp, there exists a map S11 ∈ S11
such that Hr(φ) = H(ηp(N,φ)+Πp(N,φ)φ) = H(ηp0−N+φ+S
1
1), a formula which
will be useful in the following.
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The function Hr defines a Hamiltonian system on Vk0 . We will denote
by XHr the corresponding Hamiltonian vector field. Denote also by XH the
Hamiltonian vector field of H in the original phase space. Before stating the
theorem on the correspondence of the solutions we specify what we mean by
solution.
Definition 3.16. Let k be fixed. A function u ∈ C0([0, T ];Hk) will be said to be
a solution of u˙ = X(u), if there exists a sequence of functions ul ∈ C1([0, T ];Hk)
which fulfill the equation and converge to u in C0([0, T ];Hk).
Theorem 3.17. Assume that XHr defines a local flow in V l for some l ≥ 0.
Assume that such a flow leaves invariant Vk for some k large enough. Let
u0 := e
qj0JAj i(φ0), be an initial datum with φ0 ∈ V l. Consider the solution
φ(t) ∈ V l of the Cauchy problem φ˙ = XHr (φ), φ(0) = φ0. Then there exist C1
functions qj(t) such that
u(t) := eq
j(t)JAj i(φ(t)) (3.28)
is a solution of u˙ = XH(u) with initial datum u0. Viceversa, if XH generates
a local flow for initial data close to C and such a flow leaves invariant Hk
for some k large enough, then any solution of the original system admits the
representation (3.28), with φ(t) a solution of the reduced system.
The proof is obtained more or less as in the standard way (see e.g. [Sch87]),
however one has to verify that all of the formulae that are used keep a meaning
also in the present non smooth case, and this is quite delicate. For this reason
the proof is deferred to the appendix A.
3.2 Almost smoothing perturbations of the identity and
the Darboux theorem
Denote Ω := i∗ω. By construction it is clear that
Ω
∣∣
φ=0
(Φ1; Φ2) = 〈EΦ1; Φ2〉 . (3.29)
We will transform the coordinates in order to obtain that in a whole neighbor-
hood of 0 the symplectic form takes the form (3.29). The coordinate changes we
will use are not smooth (this would be impossible, since, due to our construc-
tion, the symplectic form Ω is not smooth), but they belong to a more general
class that we are now going to define.
Definition 3.18. A map T is said to be an almost smoothing perturbation of
the identity if there exist smoothing functions qj ∈ Ril for some i, l ≥ 0, and
Sk1 ∈ Sk1 , for some k ≥ 0, such that the following representation formula holds
T (φ) = eqj(φ)JAj (φ+ Sk1 (φ)) . (3.30)
Remark 3.19. The range of the smoothing map Sk1 of equation (3.30) is not
contained in V0, but in H0.
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Remark 3.20. An almost smoothing perturbation of the identity T is also almost
smooth, namely T ∈ AℓS(V ,V).
Remark 3.21. Almost smoothing perturbations of the identity form a group of
continuous mappings, furthermore for any j one has Pj(T (φ)) = Pj(φ)+R12(φ).
Proposition 3.22. Let H be a Hamiltonian function defined on Hk0 for some
k0; assume that it is invariant under the symmetry group, namely that H(u) =
H(eq
jJAju), and consider Hr := i
∗H; let T be an almost smoothing perturbation
of the identity with qj ∈ R12 and k = 1 (vanishing index of the map S), then
one has
Hr(T (φ)) = H(ηp0−N + S12 +Πp0−N (φ+ S11)) , (3.31)
with suitable maps S12 and S
1
1 .
Proof. First, remark that for any choice of the scalar quantities qj , and pj,one
has ∥∥∥(ΠpeqjJAj − eqjJAjΠp)φ∥∥∥
Hk
≤ C|q| ‖φ‖H−l , (3.32)
so that
Πpe
qjJAjφ = eq
jJAj (Πpφ+ S
1
3) (3.33)
Write p′ = p ◦ T , N ′ = P(T (φ)) = N +R12, then one has p′ = p0−N ′+R12 ◦
T = p0 −N ′ +R12. Consider now
ηp′ +Πp′(e
qjJAj (φ+ S11)) = ηp0−N + S
1
2 +Πp0−N(e
qjJAj (φ + S11)) + S
1
2
= ηp0−N + S
1
2 + e
qjJAjΠp0−N (φ+ S
1
1) + S
1
3
= eq
jJAj
(
e−q
jJAjηp0−N + e
−qjJAjS12 +Πp0−N(φ + S
1
1))
)
= eq
jJAj
(
ηp0−N + S
1
2 + S
1
2 +Πp0−N (φ+ S
1
1))
)
.
Inserting in H and exploiting its invariance under the group action eq
jJAj one
gets the result.
Lemma 3.23. Let sl ∈ Raj , X ∈ Sai j ≥ i ≥ 1, a ≥ 0 be smoothing functions,
and consider the equation
φ˙ = sl(N,φ)Πp0JAlφ+X(N,φ) . (3.34)
Then for |t| ≤ 1, the corresponding flow Ft exists in a sufficiently small neigh-
borhood of the origin of VdA/2, and for any |t| ≤ 1 it is an almost smoothing
perturbation of the identity of the form
Ft = eql(N,φ,t)JAl(φ+ S(N,φ, t)) , (3.35)
with ql(t) ∈ Raj and S(t) ∈ Sai . Furthermore one has
N(t) = N + Sai+1 . (3.36)
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Remark 3.24. In sect. 5 we will study the case where X is a homogeneous
polynomial of degree r − 1 in φ, r ≥ 3 and sl are homogeneous polynomials of
degree r, then F1 ∈ AℓS(V ,V) can be expanded in Taylor series up to any finite
order and the remainder can be estimated. In particular, for any k ≥ 0 there
exists k¯ s.t.
‖F1(φ) − (φ+X(P(φ), φ))‖Hk ≤ Ck ‖φ‖rHk¯ . (3.37)
Proof. First rewrite (3.34) as
φ˙ = sl(N,φ)JAlφ+X + S
a
j+1 = s
l(N,φ)JAlφ+ S
a
i , (3.38)
then we rewrite the equation (3.38) in a more convenient way, namely we add a
separate equation for the evolution of N and then we use a variant of Duhamel
principle in order to solve the system. Write
φ˙ = Y (N,φ) , N˙ = YN (N,φ) , (3.39)
where
Y (N,φ) := sl(N,φ)JAlφ+ S
a
i
YNk := 〈φ˙;Akφ〉 = sl〈JAlφ;Akφ〉+ 〈Sai ;φ〉 = 〈Sai ;φ〉 .
In order to solve the system (3.39) we make the Ansatz φ = eq
jJAjψ with qj
auxiliary variables. Compute φ˙, and impose q˙l = sl(N,φ), thus we get the
system
ψ˙ = e−q
jJAjSai (N, e
qjJAjψ) , q˙l = sl(N, eq
jJAjψ) , N˙ = YN (N, e
qjJAjψ) ,
(3.40)
which is equivalent to (3.38). Fix now k and consider such a system inHk⊕Rn⊕
Rn. Since the r.h.s. is smoothing, for any r there exists a neighborhood of the
origin U ⊂ Hk⊕Rn⊕Rn in which it is of class Cr(U ;Hk⊕Rn⊕Rn). It follows
that it generates a local flow which is also of class Cr((−ǫ, ǫ)×U˜;Hk⊕Rn⊕Rn)
(the first interval being that to which time belongs and U˜ ⊂ U). To show that
in a small neighborhood of the origin the flow is defined up time 1 and to get
the estimates ensuring the structure 3.30, just remark that we have
|q˙| ≤ Cl|N |a ‖ψ‖jH−l , |N˙ | ≤ Cl|N |a ‖ψ‖i+1H−l ,
∥∥∥ψ˙∥∥∥
Hk
≤ Ckl|N |a ‖ψ‖iH−l ,
then the standard theory of a priori estimates of differential equations gives the
result.
Remark 3.25. As we will see, in Darboux coordinates, the Hamiltonian vector
field of a smoothing Hamiltonian has the structure (3.34), thus such Hamilto-
nians generate a flow of almost smoothing perturbations of the identity.
Remark 3.26. The result of Lemma 3.23 immediately extends to the case where
sl and X also depend on smoothly on time. Precisely X = X(t, N, φ) must be
such that ∀r, l, k ≥ 0 there exists an open neighborhood of the origin Urlk ⊂
Rn⊕V−k s.t. X ∈ Cr ([−1, 1]× Urlk,V l), and sl must fulfill a similar property.
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Theorem 3.27. (Darboux theorem) There exists an almost smoothing pertur-
bation of the identity
φ = F(φ′) = eqjJAj (φ′ + S11(φ′)) (3.41)
with qj ∈ R12, such that F∗Ω = Ω0, i.e., in the coordinates φ′ one has
Ω(Φ′1; Φ
′
2) = 〈EΦ′1; Φ′2〉 . (3.42)
Correspondingly the Hamilton equations of a Hamilton function H(φ′) have the
form
φ˙′ = Πp0J∇H(φ′) (3.43)
The rest of the section is devoted to the proof Theorem 3.27.
We recall that in standard Darboux theorem the transformation introducing
canonical coordinates is constructed as follows. Denote Ω0 := Ωφ
∣∣
φ=0
, Ω˜ := Ω−
Ω0 and Ωt := Ω0 + tΩ˜. Let α be a 1-form such that Ω˜ = dα and let Yt be such
that Ωt(Yt, .) = −α. Let Ft be the evolution operator of Yt (we will prove that
it is formed by almost smoothing perturbations of the identity), then
d
dt
F∗t Ωt = F∗t (£YtΩt) + F∗t
d
dt
Ωt = F∗t (−dα+ Ω˜) = 0 , (3.44)
so F∗1Ω ≡ F∗1Ω1 = Ω0, and F := F1 is the wanted change of variables. We follow
such a scheme, by adding the explicit estimates showing that all the objects are
well defined.
Remark 3.28. It will turn out that Ft : Vk → Vk is differentiable with respect
to time at the points φ ∈ Vk0 , with a sufficiently large k0. As a consequence one
immediately see that the Darboux procedure is valid for solutions with initial
data in Vk0 . The extension to general initial data is obtained by density.
First we compute the expression of the symplectic form in the coordinates
introduced by lemma 3.14. In order to simplify the computation we will first
compute Ω0 := i∗0ω with i0 the map (3.17). It is also useful to compute a 1-form
Θ0 such that dΘ0 = Ω0. Subsequently we compute Ω = i∗ω and a potential
1-form for Ω by inserting the expression of p = p(N,φ).
Lemma 3.29. Define the 1-form Θ0 by
Θ0(P,Φ) =
1
2
〈EΠpφ; ∂Πp
∂pj
φ〉Pj + 〈EΠpφ; Φ〉 (3.45)
(by this notation we mean that the r.h.s. gives the action of the form Θ0 at the
point (p, φ) on a vector (P,Φ)), then one has dΘ0 = Ω0 ≡ i∗0ω, and therefore
Ω0 ((P1,Φ1); (P2,Φ2)) =
〈
E
∂Πp
∂pj
φ,
∂Πp
∂pi
φ
〉
P1jP2i +
〈
EΠp
∂Πp
∂pj
φ; Φ2
〉
P1j
(3.46)
−
〈
EΠp
∂Πp
∂pj
φ; Φ1
〉
P2j + 〈EΠpΦ1; Φ2〉 .
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Proof. We compute i∗0θ, where θ = 〈Eu; .〉/2 is such that ω = dθ. By writing
u = i∗0(p, φ), one has
∂u
∂pj
=
∂ηp
∂pj
+
∂Πp
∂pj
φ , (dφi0)Φ = ΠpΦ (3.47)
so, taking θ = 12 〈Eu; .〉, one has
(i∗0θ)(P,Φ) =
1
2
〈
Eu;
∂u
∂pj
〉
Pj +
1
2
〈Eu; dφi0Φ〉 .
We compute the first term, which coincides with
2θ
(
∂u
∂pj
)
= 〈E(ηp +Πpφ); ∂ηp
∂pj
+
∂Πp
∂pj
φ〉 (3.48)
= 〈Eηp; ∂ηp
∂pj
〉+ 〈Eηp; ∂Πp
∂pj
φ〉+ 〈EΠpφ; ∂ηp
∂pj
〉+ 〈EΠpφ; ∂Πp
∂pj
φ〉 .
Now, the third term vanishes due to the definition of Πp. Concerning the first
term, there exists a function f0 such that
∂f0
∂pj
= 〈Eηp; ∂ηp∂pj 〉, indeed, from the
isotropy property (B3) one has
∂
∂pj
〈Eηp; ∂ηp
∂pi
〉 = ∂
∂pi
〈Eηp; ∂ηp
∂pj
〉 .
Finally, defining f1(p, φ) = 〈Eηp; Πpφ〉, the second term of (3.48) turns out to
be given by ∂f1∂pj , so we have
2θ
(
∂u
∂pj
)
= 〈EΠpφ; ∂Πp
∂pj
φ〉 + ∂(f0 + f1)
∂pj
.
We compute now 〈Eu; (dφi0)Φ〉. We have
2〈Eu; (dφi0)Φ〉 = 〈E(ηp +Πpφ); ΠpΦ〉 = 〈EΠpφ; ΠpΦ〉+ (dφf1)Φ ,
from which i∗0θ = Θ
0 + d(f0 + f1), and therefore Ω
0 = dΘ0.
We compute now explicitly dΘ0. Denote Θ0 = Θ0jdpj + 〈Θ˜0φ; .〉, then the
computation of ∂Θ
0i
∂pj
− ∂Θ0j∂pi is trivial and gives the term proportional to P1jP2i
in (3.46). Also the computation of the term containing Φ1,Φ2 is trivial and is
omitted. We come to the P,Φ terms. When applied to a vector Φ it is given by
〈∂Θ
0
φ
∂pj
; Φ〉 − (dφΘ0j)Φ (3.49)
=
1
2
(〈
E
∂Πp
∂pj
φ; Φ
〉
−
〈
EΠpΦ;
∂Πp
∂pj
φ
〉
−
〈
EΠpφ;
∂Πp
∂pj
Φ
〉)
, (3.50)
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which is the scalar product of Φ with a half of the vector
E
∂Πp
∂pj
φ+Π∗pE
∂Πp
∂pj
φ− ∂Π
∗
p
∂pj
EΠpφ = E
(
∂Πp
∂pj
+Πp
∂Πp
∂pj
− ∂Πp
∂pj
Πp
)
φ
= E
(
Πp
∂Πp
∂pj
+
∂Πp
∂pj
Πp +Πp
∂Πp
∂pj
− ∂Πp
∂pj
Πp
)
φ = 2EΠp
∂Πp
∂pj
φ ,
which immediately gives the thesis.
Lemma 3.30. In the coordinates of lemma 3.14 the symplectic form Ω = i∗ω
takes the form Ω(Φ1,Φ2) = 〈OΦ1; Φ2〉 with O given by
OΦ = aij〈∇pi; Φ〉∇pj + 〈∇pj ; Φ〉Π∗p0EΠp
∂Πp
∂pj
φ (3.51)
−
〈
EΠp
∂Πp
∂pj
φ; Φ
〉
∇pj +Π∗p0EΠpΦ (3.52)
where
aij := 〈E∂Πp
∂pi
φ;
∂Πp
∂pj
φ〉 , (3.53)
and p = p(N,φ). Moreover one has Ω = dΘ with
Θ(Φ) =
1
2
〈EΠpφ; Φ〉+ 1
2
〈
EΠpφ;
∂Πp
∂pj
φ
〉
〈∇pj ; Φ〉 (3.54)
Proof. The expression of Ω and Θ are obtained by taking (3.45) and (3.46)
and inserting the expression of p = p(φ) ≡ p(P(φ), φ) and substituting P1,2j =
〈∇pj ; Φ1,2〉, thus the thesis follows from a simple computation.
Remark 3.31. One can define Ωt = 〈Ot.; .〉 and α = 〈V ; .〉 with
Ot = E + t
[
Π∗p0EΠp − E + aij〈∇pi; .〉∇pj (3.55)
+ 〈∇pi; .〉Π∗p0EΠp
∂Πp
∂pj
φ −
〈
EΠp
∂Πp
∂pj
; .
〉
∇pj
]
V = −1
2
(
Π∗p0EΠpφ− Eφ+
〈
EΠpφ;
∂Πp
∂pj
φ
〉
∇pj
)
(3.56)
In order to find the normalizing vector field Yt, we have to solve the equation
OtY = −V (3.57)
where we omitted the index t from Y . We start now the discussion of such an
equation.
First we have the lemma:
Lemma 3.32. Define Dt := E + t(Π
∗
p0EΠp − E), then it is skew-symmetric;
furthermore, provided |p − p0| is small enough ∃St fulfilling St(V−∞)∗ ⊂ V∞,
s.t. D−1t = J + St and
‖StΦ‖Hk ≤ Ck,l |p− p0| ‖Φ‖−l ≤ C′k,l|N | ‖Φ‖−l . (3.58)
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Proof. First remark that sinceDt acts on Vk, the term Π∗p0EΠp can be rewritten
in the more symmetric form Π∗p0EΠpΠp0 , from which, using (3.11) one immedi-
ately sees skew-symmetry. We have now Dt = E+tD˜, where D˜ := Π
∗
p0EΠp−E,
which is smoothing and fulfills an inequality equal to (3.58). Then Dt = E( 1l+
tJD˜), and by Neumann formula one gets
D−1t = J − tJD˜
∑
k≥0
(−1)k(tJD˜)kJ
and the thesis. The second of (3.58) follows from Lemma 3.14, item (2).
Lemma 3.33. The solution of equation (3.57) has the form
Y (p, φ) = sl(N,φ, t)Πp0JAlφ+ S
1
1(t) (3.59)
where sj(t) ∈ R12, S11(t) ∈ S11 and S11 are smoothly dependent on t ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. First write explicitly (3.57) introducing, for short, the notations
bi := 〈∇pi, Y 〉 , W i = Π∗p0EΠp
∂Πp
∂pi
φ ,
so that it takes the form
DtY + t
(
aijbi∇pj + biW i −
〈
W j , Y
〉∇pj) (3.60)
=
1
2
[EΠp − E]φ− 1
2
〈φ;W j〉∇pj .
Applying D−1t and reordering the formula one gets
Y = −t (aijbiD−1t ∇pj + biD−1t W i − 〈Wj ;Y 〉D−1t ∇pj) (3.61)
−1
2
〈φ;W j〉D−1t ∇pj +
1
2
D−1t [EΠp − E]φ .
Denote γij :=
〈∇pi;D−1t ∇pj〉, βji := 〈∇pi;D−1t W j〉 and remark that γij is
smoothing, since it is given by
〈∇pi; J∇pj〉+ 〈∇pi;St∇pj〉 =M li 〈Alφ; JAkφ〉Mkj + 〈∇pi;St∇pj〉
= 〈∇pi;St∇pj〉 .
Also βji is clearly smoothing. Now, taking the scalar product of (3.61) with ∇pi
and W l respectively, one has
bi = −t
(
γija
ikbk + β
j
i bj − 〈W j ;Y 〉γij
)
− γij 1
2
〈φ;W j〉+ 1
2
〈∇pi;D−1t [EΠp − E]φ〉
〈W l;Y 〉 = −t (aijbiβlj + bi〈W l;D−1t W i〉 − 〈W j ;Y 〉βlj)
− 1
2
〈φ;W j〉βlj +
1
2
〈W l;D−1t [EΠp − E]φ〉 ,
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which is a linear system for bi and 〈W l;Y 〉. Solving it and analyzing the solu-
tions one gets
bi =
1
2
〈∇pi;D−1t [EΠp − E]φ〉+ h.o.t. , (3.62)
〈W l;Y 〉 = 1
2
〈W l;D−1t [EΠp − E]φ〉 + h.o.t. , (3.63)
where h.o.t are also regularizing. Substituting in (3.61) one gets a formula for
Y . Then one has that such an Y actually fulfills (3.60), and is thus the wanted
solution of (3.57). From these formulae one immediately has
|bi| ≤ C |p− p0| ‖φ‖2H−k ≤ CN ‖φ‖2H−k (3.64)
|〈W l;Y 〉| ≤ C |p− p0|2 ‖φ‖2H−k ≤ CN2 ‖φ‖2H−k (3.65)
where we used item (2) of Lemma 3.14. To get the formula (3.59) and the
corresponding estimates, define the function sl to be the coefficient of D−1t ∇pl
in (3.61), and remark that D−1t ∇pl = Πp0JAlφ+smoothing terms. Then it is
easy to conclude the proof.
Theorem 3.27 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.23.
4 The Hamiltonian in Darboux coordinates
Concerning the smoothness and the structure of the nonlinear part of the Hamil-
tonian we make the following assumption
(P2) The map
η 7→ ∇HP (η) (4.1)
is of class AℓS(H,H).
Denote
d2HP (η)(Φ;Ψ) ≡ 1
2
〈B(η)Φ;Ψ〉 ,
then the map (η,Φ) 7→ B(η)Φ is of class AℓS(H˜;H), H˜ = {Hk ⊕Hk}
k∈Z
.
4.1 The Hamiltonian in Darboux coordinates
We introduce the coordinates of the Darboux theorem 3.27. To this end we
exploit proposition 3.22 from which one gets:
Proposition 4.1. In the Darboux coordinates introduced by theorem 3.27 the
Hamiltonian Hr ◦ F has the form
Hr(F(φ)) = HL +HN , (4.2)
HL := P0(φ) + 1
2
d2HP (ηp0−N)(φ, φ) − λj(p0)Pj +D(N) + (R12)lin
(4.3)
HN := R
1
3 +H
3
P (ηp0−N , φ+ S
1
1)
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where (R12)lin is a smoothing quadratic polynomial in φ and
D(N) := H(ηp0−N )− [H(ηp0)−
∂H
∂pj
(ηp0)Nj ] , (4.4)
H3P (η, φ) := HP (η + φ)− [HP (η) + dHP (η)φ +
1
2
d2HP (η)(φ, φ)] . (4.5)
Proof. Exploiting proposition 3.22 one has to study
P0(ηp0−N + S12 +Πp0−N (φ+ S11)) = P0(ηp0−N +Πp0−N(φ + S11)) +R12
= P0(ηp0−N ) +
〈
A0ηp0−N ; Πp0−N (φ+ S
1
1)
〉
+ P0(Πp0−N (φ+ S11)) +R12 ,
and
HP (ηp0−N + S
1
2 +Πp0−N (φ+ S
1
1))
= HP (ηp0−N) + dHP (ηp0−N )
(
S12 +Πp0−N (φ+ S
1
1)
)
+
1
2
d2HP (ηp0−N)
(
S12 +Πp0−N (φ+ S
1
1)
)⊗2
+H3P (ηp0−N ;S
1
2 +Πp0−N (φ+ S
1
1)) .
Consider first the terms linear in φ: they are given by〈
A0ηp0−N ; Πp0−N(φ + S
1
1)
〉
+ dHP (ηp0−N )
(
Πp0−N (φ+ S
1
1)
)
= λj(p0 −N)
〈
Ajηp0−N ; Πp0−N(φ + S
1
1)
〉
= 0
where we exploited eq. (3.3). Thus we have
Hr(F(φ)) = H(ηp0−N ) + P0(φ+ S11) +
1
2
d2HP (ηp0−N)(φ + S
1
1 , φ+ S
1
1)
+R12 +H
3
P (ηp0−N , φ+ S
1
1)
= H(ηp0−N) + P0(φ) +R12 +
1
2
d2HP (ηp0−N )(φ, φ)
+R12 +H
3
P (ηp0−N , φ+ S
1
1) .
Finally we have to rewrite in a suitable form the function H(ηp0−N ). Denote
f(p) := H(ηp). Expanding at p0 and using equation (3.3), one has
∂f
∂pj
(p0) = dH(ηp0)
∂ηp0
∂pj
= λk〈Akηp0 ;
∂ηp0
∂pj
〉 = λkδjk = λj , (4.6)
from which the thesis immediately follows.
Remark 4.2. Define XP := J∇HP , and, for fixed η ∈ H∞,
X2P (η;φ) := XP (η + φ)− [XP (η) + dXP (η)φ] , (4.7)
then one has J∇H3P (η;φ) = X2P (η, φ). This can be seen by writing the definition
of Hamiltonian vector field.
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Remark 4.3. The Hamilton vector field of Hr ◦ F , which from now on will
be simply denoted by H is given by
φ˙ = Πp0J [A0φ+ VNφ+ S
1
1(N,φ) +X
2
P (ηp0−N , φ) − λj(p0)Ajφ] (4.8)
+wj(N,φ)Πp0JAjφ ,
where
wj := λj(p0)− λj(p0 −N) + 1
2
〈∂VN
∂Nj
φ;φ〉+ S02 +
∂HN
∂Nj
(4.9)
and VN is the operator such that
d2HP (ηp0−N )(φ, φ) =
1
2
〈VNφ;φ〉 , (4.10)
so that VNφ = dXP (ηp0−N)φ.
4.2 Adapted coordinates
Consider the quadratic part of the original Hamiltonian at ηp0 , namely
HL0(u) := P0(u) + 1
2
d2HP (ηp0 )(u, u)− λj(p0)Pj(u) (4.11)
Denote B := A0 + V0 − λj(p0)Aj , L0 := JB, so that HL0(u) = 〈u;Bu〉/2 =
〈EL0u;u〉/2. Making the Ansatz u = etλjJAj (ηp0 + χ) and linearizing in χ the
Hamilton equations of (3.1), one gets that χ satisfies χ˙ = L0χ.
Lemma 4.4. The generalized kernel of L∗0 contains the vectors
Ajηp0 , E
∂ηp0
∂λj
. (4.12)
Proof. First, one immediately sees that JAjηp0 ∈ Ker(L0), then exploiting the
equation (3.3) for the ground state one sees that B
∂ηp
∂λj = Ajηp, which implies
[L∗0]
2E
∂ηp0
∂λj = [(JB)
∗]2E
∂ηp0
∂λj = 0, from which one immediately sees that the
generalized kernel of (L0)
∗ contains the vectors (4.12).
We assume
(L1) The generalized Kernel of L∗0 is 2n-dimensional. Furthermore L0
∣∣
Vj
is an
isomorphism between Vj and Vj−d0 .
(L2) 〈Bφ, φ〉 > 0, ∀φ 6= 0, φ ∈ Vd0/2.
(L3) the essential spectrum of L0
∣∣
V0
is
⋃
±±i[Ω,+∞). The rest of the spectrum
consists of purely imaginary eigenvalues ±iωj, that we order as follows
0 < ω1 ≤ ω2 ≤ ... ≤ ωK . Furthermore the corresponding eigenfunctions
vj± are smooth, namely vj± ∈ (V∞)⊗C.
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In order to perform the dispersive estimates we will also have to avoid bound-
ary resonances. Let rt be the smallest integer such that rtω1 ≥ Ω. We assume
that
(L4) One has ω · k 6= Ω, ∀k ∈ ZK s.t. |k| ≤ 2rt.
We normalize the eigenfunctions in such a way that
〈Evj±, vk±〉 = 0 , ∀j, k , 〈Evj+, vk−〉 = −iδjk , vj+ = vj− , (4.13)
which is always possible since (4.13) are the standard “symplectic orthogonality”
relations of the eigenfunctions of the operator L0 (which is skew with respect
to the symplectic form). In particular the second of (4.13) is a consequence of
(L2).
We now introduce coordinates (ξj , φc) by
φ =
K∑
j=1
(ξ¯jvj+ + ξjvj−) + φc , (4.14)
where φc is such that 〈Evj±;φc〉 = 0 ∀j’s. Explicitly one has
ξj = i〈Evj+, φ〉 , ξ¯j = −i〈Evj−, φ〉 , (4.15)
φc := Pcφ := φ−
∑
j,±
±i〈Evj±;φ〉vj∓ . (4.16)
In these coordinates the phase space becomes
(ξ, φc) ∈ CK ⊕Wj , Wj := PcVj . (4.17)
As usual it is often useful to consider the variables ξ¯j as independent from the
ξj ’s. Often we will also denote φd :=
∑K
j=1(ξ¯jvj++ξjvj−). In these coordinates
the Hamiltonian vector field of a Hamiltonian function H takes the form
ξ˙j = −i∂H
∂ξ¯j
, φ˙c = J∇φcH ,
and the main term of the quadratic part of the Hamiltonian (3.1) takes the form
HL0 =
∑
l
ωl|ξl|2 + 1
2
〈ELcφc;φc〉 , (4.18)
where Lc := PcL0Pc. Concerning the momenta Pj one has
Pj(ξ, φc) = 1
2
〈φc;Ajφc〉+ P j1 (φc, ξ) + P j2 (ξ) , (4.19)
where
P j1 (φc, ξ) :=
∑
|α|+|β|=1
〈φc;EΦjαβ〉ξαξ¯β , P j2 (ξ) :=
∑
|α|+|β|=2
Ajαβξ
αξ¯β , (4.20)
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and Φjαβ ∈ (W∞)⊗C, Ajαβ are suitable functions and complex numbers, while
Aj := PcAjPc. By a small abuse of notation, in the following we will always
denote in the same way Wj and its complexification. We will also identify the
two scales V ≡ {Vj} and {RK ⊕Wj}. Denote by Mj the function
Mj :=
1
2
〈φc;Ajφc〉 . (4.21)
Since P1 and P2 are smoothing, in the following the quantities Mj will play
the role that in the previous sections was plaid by the quantities Nj .
In the following we will substitute the classes Rkl by similar classes
in which the functions N are substituted by the functions M and
similarly for the classes Skl .
In order to make the translation we remark that, if F ∈ R12 old classes,
then we have
F = R12 +R
0
4 new classes (4.22)
as it immediately follows from (4.19). Similarly one has
old S11“ =
′′ S11 + S
0
2 , old R
1
2“ =
′′ R12 +R
0
3 .
Remark 4.5. From the definition of the operators Aj we have that they do not
fulfill assumption (S1) and (S2), instead they fulfill
[Aj ;Ak] = Sjk , [Ak; J ] = Sk (4.23)
with Sjk and Sk smoothing operators.
Lemma 4.6. One has etJAjφc = e
tJAjφc + S(t)φc, where S is a smoothing
family of operators which fulfills ‖S(t)φc‖k  |t| ‖φc‖−l.
Proof. Write explicitly the equation φ˙ = JAjφ (which defines e
tJA):
φ˙c = JAjφc +
∑
|α+β|=1
ξαξ¯βΦjαβ , (4.24)
ξ˙k = −i
 ∑
|α+β|=2
βk
ξ¯k
Ajαβξ
αξ¯β +
∑
|α+β|=1
βk
ξ¯k
〈
EΦjαβ ;φc
〉
ξαξ¯β
 . (4.25)
Using Duhamel formula (with JAj as principal part), one gets the thesis.
With the new notations and classes one has that the Hamiltonian of the
system takes the form
H = HL +HN , HL = HL0 +HL1 +D(M) , (4.26)
HL0 := P0(φ) + 1
2
〈V0φ;φ〉 − λj(p0)Pj(φ) =
∑
l
ωl|ξl|2 + 1
2
〈ELcφc;φc〉 ,
(4.27)
HL1 =
1
2
〈(VM − V0)φ;φ〉 + (R12)lin (4.28)
HN := R
1
3 +R
0
4 +H
3
P (ηp0−M ;φ+ S
1
1 + S
0
2) , (4.29)
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where VM is the operator VN evaluated at N =M .
Of course, this is also true for H ◦ T with any T almost smoothing pertur-
bation of the identity of the form (3.41).
In the following we will denote by XN the vector field of HN computed at
constant M , i.e. as if M were independent of φc.
5 Normal Form
First we define what we mean by normal form.
Definition 5.1. A function Z(M, ξ, φc), of class Z ∈ AℓS(H˜,R), H˜ := Rn ⊕V ,
will be said to be in normal form at order r, if the following holds
{ω · (µ− ν) 6= 0 & |µ|+ |ν| ≤ r} =⇒ ∂
|µ|+|ν|Z
∂ξµ∂ξ¯ν
(M, 0) = 0 (5.1)
{|ω · (µ− ν)| < Ω & |µ|+ |ν| ≤ r − 1} =⇒ dφc
∂|µ|+|ν|Z
∂ξµ∂ξ¯ν
(M, 0) = 0 (5.2)
The derivatives with respect to φc have to be computed at constant M , i.e. as
if M were independent of such quantities.
Theorem 5.2. For any r ≥ 2 there exists an almost smoothing, canonical
perturbation of the identity Tr(φ) = eqlJAl(φ + S(φ)), with ql ∈ R02, and S ∈
S11 ∪ S02 , such that H ◦ Tr is in normal form at order r.
The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of theorem 5.2.
In order to put the system in normal form we will use the method of Lie
transform that we now recall. Having fixed r ≥ 2, consider a function χ of the
form
χ(M, ξ, φc) :=
∑
|µ+ν|=r
ω·(ν−µ)6=0
χµν(M)ξ
µξ¯ν +
∑
|µ|+|ν|=r−1
|ω·(ν−µ)|<Ω
ξµξ¯ν 〈EΦµν(M);φc〉 (5.3)
where χµν ∈ AℓS(Rn,R), Φµν ∈ AℓS(Rn,W).
Remark 5.3. If χ(M, ξ, φc) is a smoothing Hamiltonian then, by lemma 3.23, its
Hamiltonian vector field generates a flow φt of almost smoothing perturbations
of the identity which are defined up to time 1 in a sufficiently small neighborhood
of the origin.
Denote T := φ1 ≡ φt∣∣
t=1
. Such a transformation will be called the Lie
transform generated by χ.
We define now the nonresonant projector Πnr acting on homogeneous poly-
nomials; it restricts the sum to nonresonant values of the indexes. So let
F = F (M,φ) be a homogeneous polynomial of degree r in φ continuous on
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Vj. Consider first F1(M,φ) := F (M,φd) + dF (M,φd)φc, where d is the differ-
ential at fixed M ,
F1(M, ξ, φc) =
∑
|µ+ν|=r
Fµν (M)ξ
µξ¯ν +
∑
|µ|+|ν|=r−1
ξµξ¯ν
〈
EΦFµν(M);φc
〉
, (5.4)
in general ΦFµν ∈ W−j , but we will see that in the cases we will meet we have
ΦFµν ∈ AℓS(Rn,W). We define
ΠnrF (M,φ) :=
∑
|µ+ν|=r
ω·(ν−µ)6=0
Fµν(M)ξ
µξ¯ν +
∑
|µ|+|ν|=r−1
|ω·(ν−µ)|<Ω
ξµξ¯ν
〈
EΦFµν(M);φc
〉
.
(5.5)
Finally, given F (M, ξ, φc), F ∈ AℓS(Rn⊕V ;R), we define the projector Πrnr
which by definition produces the nonresonant part of the homogeneous Taylor
polynomial of degree r of F .
In order to prove theorem 5.2 we proceed iteratively: we assume the system
to be in normal form at order r − 1 and we normalize it at order r. In order to
perform the r − th step we look for a function χr(M,φ), χr ∈ CR(H˜,R), H˜ =
Rn ⊕ V such that the corresponding Lie transform Tr is the wanted coordinate
transformation. Thus χr has to be chosen such that Π
r
nr (H ◦ Tr) = 0. In
order to write explicitly such an equation, remark that, since the Lie transform
generated by a smoothing function is an almost smoothing perturbation of the
identity, after any number of coordinate transformations the Hamiltonian has
the form (4.26)-(4.29).
In order to compute the coefficients to be put equal to zero we work in Vk,
with a sufficiently large k, so that also an almost smooth map can be expanded
in Taylor series up to order r+1. Given two functions χ(M,φ) and F (M,φ) we
denote by {χ;F}st the Poisson bracket of the two functions computed at constant
M , i.e. as if M where independent of φ. Similarly we will denote by Xstχ (M,φ)
the Hamiltonian vector field of χ computed as if M where independent of φ.
We first study the simpler case in which r ≥ 3.
Lemma 5.4. Assume that χ ∈ CR(H˜,R), H˜ := Rn ⊕ V, is a homogeneous
polynomial of degree r ≥ 3, then one has
Πrnr (H ◦ Tr) = Πnr
[
{HL0 +HL1;χ}st + ∂D
∂Mj
(M)〈Ajφ;Xstχ 〉
]
+ΠrnrHN (5.6)
Furthermore one has Πr1nr(H ◦ Tr) = Πr1nr(H) ∀r1 < r.
Proof. First remark that, by Remark 3.24 and Remark 5.3, one has ,
Tr(φ) = φ+Xstχ (φ) +O(|φ|r) ,
and therefore HN ◦ Tr = HN + O(|φ|r+1), which shows that Πr1nr (HN ◦ Tr) =
Πr1nr (HN ) ∀r1 ≤ r. We come to HL ◦ Tr. Denote φ′ = Tr(φ) and
M ′j =Mj ◦ Tr =Mj + 〈Ajφ;Xstχ (M,φ)〉+O(|φ|r+1) ,
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then one has
HL(M
′, φ′) = HL0(φ) + dHL0(φ)X
st
χ (M,φ) +O(|φ|r+1) (5.7)
+HL1(M,φ
′) +O(|φ|r+1) +D(M)
+
∂D
∂Mj
(M)〈Ajφ;Xstχ (M,φ)〉 +O(|φ|r+1)
= HL0(φ) + dHL0(φ)X
st
χ (M,φ) + dHL1(M,φ)X
st
χ (φ)
+D(M) +
∂D
∂Mj
(M)〈Ajφ;Xstχ (M,φ)〉 +O(|φ|r+1)
where the differentials are computed at constant M . The application of Πrnr
and the remark that dHL1X
st
χ = {HL1;χ}st give the result.
Lemma 5.5. The function ΠrnrHN is smoothing, and thus admits the represen-
tation (5.4) with Fµν ∈ AℓS(Rn,R) and Φµν ∈ AℓS(Rn,W).
Proof. Consider HN (φd + φc), and remark that only HN (φd) and dHN (φd)φc
contribute to ΠnrHN . Now, HN (φd) is clearly smoothing. To compute the
other term we use formula (4.29). Clearly the only term to be discussed is the
one coming from H3P . In order to compute it we use the definition (4.5) of H
3
P .
Compute first the differential with respect to φ:
dH3P (η, φd)Φ = dHP (η + φd)Φ−
[
dHP (η)Φ + d
2HP (η)(φd,Φ)
]
; (5.8)
substituting Φ = φc + dS(φd)φc one gets the formula for the term we have
to compute. Here we denoted S := S11 + S
0
2 . Then, by assumption (P2) the
expression (5.8) is smoothing.
Lemma 5.6. For any r ≥ 3 there exists χr ∈ CR(H˜,R), H˜ = Rn ⊕ V, such
that, denoting by Tr the corresponding Lie transform, one has Πrnr(H ◦ Tr) = 0.
Proof. In order to construct χr we work with the implicit function theorem, so
it is useful to work in a fixed space Wk and with a fixed regularity, say to work
in Cs. For fixedM , we identify the space of the functions of the form (5.3) with
the linear space of its coefficients (χµν ; Φµν). When endowed by the norm
‖χ‖k := sup
µν
|χµν |+ sup
µν
‖Φµν‖Wk , (5.9)
it will be denoted by Genk.
We fix a suitable opens set U ⊂ Rn and study the map
Cs(U ; Genk) ∋ χ 7→ Lχ := Πrnr (HL ◦ Tr) (5.10)
= Πnr
[
{HL0 +HL1;χ}st + ∂D
∂Mj
(M)〈Ajφ;Xstχ 〉
]
∈ Cs(U ; Genk−d0) .
Remark that in (5.10), M plays the role of a parameter, so we work at fixed M
and consider
L : Genk 7→ Genk−d0 .
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Such an operator is a relatively bounded perturbation of the linear operator
Genk ∋ χ 7→ L0χ := Πnr {HL0;χ}st ∈ Genk−d0 , (5.11)
furthermore L − L0 has a norm of order M . So we study L−10 . To this end
remark that one has
L0χ =
∑
µν
−iω · (µ− ν)χµνξµξ¯ν (5.12)
+
∑
µν
[iω · (ν − µ)〈EΦµν ;φc〉 − 〈ELcΦµν ;φc〉] ξµξ¯ν , (5.13)
so that one has that χ = L−10 ΠnrF is given by
χµν =
Fµν
−iω · (µ− ν) , for ω · (µ− ν) 6= 0 (5.14)
Φµν = RLc(iω · (ν − µ))ΦFµν . (5.15)
By (L1), the resolvent maps Wk−d0 into Wk, thus it is regularizing, therefore
equations (5.14), (5.15) show that the inverse of L0 is smooth as a map from
Genk−d0 to Genk. So L can be inverted by Neumann formula, giving χ. The Cs
smoothness inM follows from the Cs smoothness of ofM 7→ (Fµν (M),ΦFµν(M)).
The thesis follows from the arbitrariness of k and s.
We come now to the more complicated case r = 2. One has that Xstχ (φ) =
T (M)φ with T (M) a suitable linear smoothing operator. Furthermore, remark
that, by the proof of lemma 3.23, one has
φ′ = T2(φ) = eT (M)φ+O(|φ|3) =⇒ Π2nr(HL ◦ T2) = Π2nr(HL ◦ eT (M)) . (5.16)
Thus
Π2nr (HL ◦ T2) = Π2nr
(
{χ2;HL0}st +HL1(M,φ) (5.17)
+HL1(M(e
T (M)φ), eT (M)φ)−HL1(M,φ) +D(M(eT (M)φ))−D(M) (5.18)
+HL0(e
T (M)φ) −
[
HL0(φ) + {χ0;HL0}st
])
(5.19)
which is a small perturbation of the first line. We will solve Π2nr (HL ◦ T2) = 0
using the implicit function theorem, working perturbatively with respect to the
first line. First we need to estimate the other lines. To this end we need the
following lemma.
Lemma 5.7. On the space of the functions χ ∈ Genk homogeneous of degree 2,
the norm (5.9) is equivalent to the norm of Xstχ as a linear operator from H−k
to Hk.
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Proof. One has
Xstχ
(
ξk
φc
)
=
(
−i∑|µ|+|ν|=2 χµννk ξµ ξ¯νξ¯k +∑|µ|+|ν|=1 νk ξµξ¯νξ¯k 〈EΦµν , φc〉∑
|µ|+|ν|=1 ξ
µξ¯νΦµν .
)
(5.20)
so it is clear that the norm of such a linear operator is controlled by the norm
(5.9). We have also to prove that the norm of a single function Φµν (and the
modulus of the coefficients χµν) is controlled by the norm of the linear operator.
To see this, remark that for example taking φc = 0 and ξ1 = 1, ξk = 0 for k 6= 1,
one gets T (ξ;φc) = (χµ1ν1 ,Φµ2ν2) with µ
1 = (1, 0, 0, 0...) and so on. Thus
the norm of each of the two components is controlled by the operator norm of
Xstχ .
Lemma 5.8. There exists a χ2 ∈ CR(H˜,R), H˜ = Rn⊕V of the form (5.3) with
r = 2, such that Π2nr(HL ◦ T2) = 0
Proof. Define
G1(M,χ) := Πnr ((5.18) + (5.19)) (5.21)
equation Π2nr(HL ◦ T2) = 0 coincides with
0 = L0χ+ΠnrHL1 +G1(M,χ) , L0χ := {HL0;χ} . (5.22)
Since by the same reasoning of the proof of lemma 5.6, L−10 is bounded as an
operator from Genk to Genk+d0 , and the norm of G1(M,χ) is smaller then
C|M | ‖χ‖, one can apply the implicit function theorem to (5.22), getting the
result.
This concludes the proof of theorem 5.2.
6 Dispersive Estimates
From now on we restrict our setting to the situation of NLS, but we try to write
clearly the assumptions we use, in order to make easy the application to other
models. Thus, from now on the scale Hk will be that of the weighted Sobolev
space Hk,l (where the measure is 〈x〉l dx) and H∞ =Schwartz space. When we
write only one index we mean the standard Sobolev spaces without weight. We
will also use the Lebesgue spaces Lp and assume d0 = 2.
In this section we will systematically use the notation a  b to mean “there
exists a positive C, independent of all the relevant quantities, s.t. a ≤ Cb”.
Given functions wj(.) ∈ C0([0, T ],Rn), consider the time dependent linear
operator
L(t) := PcJ
[
A0 + V0 − wj(t)Aj − λj(p0)Aj
]
Pc = Lc − wj(t)JAj . (6.1)
and denote by U(t, s) the evolution operator of the equation φ˙ = L(t)φ; we
assume that there exists ǫ > 0 such that, if |wj(t)| < ǫ then the following
Strichartz estimates hold
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(St.1)
‖U(t, 0)φc‖L2tL6x  ‖φc‖L2x , (6.2)∥∥∥∥∫ t
0
U(t, s)F (s)ds
∥∥∥∥
L2tL
6
x
 ‖F‖
L2tL
6/5
x
. (6.3)
(St.2) There exists a s.t., for any k ≥ 0 and any ρ ∈ ±i(Ω,∞) the limit
R±Lc(ρ) := limǫ→0+
(Lc − ρ± ǫ)−1 exists in B(PcHk,a, Hk,−a) ; (6.4)
furthermore, for any k, a ≥ 0 one has
[JV0, JAj ] : H
k,−a → Hk,a . (6.5)
(St.3) For any Φ ∈ W∞, any complex valued function h(.) ∈ L2t , any ρ ∈
±i(Ω,∞) one has
∥∥〈x〉−aU(t, 0)R±Lc(ρ)Φ∥∥L2x  ‖〈x〉
aΦ‖L2x
〈t〉3/2 , (6.6)∥∥∥∥∫ t
0
U(t, s)h(s)R±Lc(ρ)Φds
∥∥∥∥
L2tL
2,−a
x
 ‖h‖L2t ‖Φ‖L2,ax . (6.7)
where a is a sufficiently large constant.
Finally we need some smoothness of the vector field of HP
(P3) The map X2P defined in (4.7) is continuous as a map
Hk,l × (H1 ∩ L6) ∋ (η, φ) 7→ X2P ∈ L6/5 ,
with k, l sufficiently large; furthermore, for φ ∈ H1, with ‖φ‖H1 ≤ ǫ, one
has ∥∥X2P (η;φ)∥∥L6/5 ≤ ǫC ‖φ‖L6 , (6.8)
with C = C(ǫ, ‖η‖Hk,l).
The map
Hk,l ∋ η 7→ dXP (η) ∈ B(L6, L6/5) (6.9)
is C1 for large enough k, l.
The main result of this section is the following theorem
Theorem 6.1. Consider the Hamiltonian (4.26) and assume it is in normal
form at order 2rt. Assume also that the Fermi Golden Rule (6.51) below holds.
Let φ(t) be a solution of the corresponding Hamilton equations with an initial
datum φ0 fulfilling
‖φ0‖H1 ≤ ǫ (6.10)
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and ǫ small enough, then one has
‖φc(t)‖L2tL6x  ǫ (6.11)
ω · µ > Ω ,=⇒ ‖ξµ(.)‖L2t  ǫ . (6.12)
The rest of the section will be devoted to the proof of this theorem.
6.1 Estimate of the continuous variable
Given a Hamiltonian of the form (4.26), in normal form at order 2rt we study
the solution of the corresponding Hamilton equations. It will be denoted by
φ(t).
Remark 6.2. Let G be a map of the form G(φ) = φ + S(φ), with a smoothing
S. Consider the Hamiltonian H3P (η,G(φ)), with a fixed η. Then one has
J∇(H3P ◦G) = J [dG(φ)]∗EX2P (η;G(φ)) , (6.13)
where dG(φ)∗ is the adjoint of the operator dG(φ).
Remark 6.3. Using orbital stability (which follows from (L2)) one has that,
given an initial datum with ‖φ‖H1 ≤ Cǫ, then
|Mj(t)| ≤ Cǫ2 , ∀t .
Remark 6.4. One has
X2P (η;G(φd + φc))−X2P (η;G(φd)) (6.14)
= X2P (η + φd + S(φd);φc + S(φd + φc)− S(φd))
+ [dXP (η + φd + S(φd))− dXP (η)] (φc + S(φd + φc)− S(φd)) .
Lemma 6.5. Let G be as in remark 6.2, fix η ∈ Hk,l with sufficiently large k, l,
and consider a Hamiltonian function of the form H3P (η;G(φ)) +R
0
3. Assume it
is in normal form at order 2rt. Let X be its Hamiltonian vector field. Assume
that for some T > 0 the functions φc(t) and ξ(t) fulfill the estimates
‖φc‖L2t [0,T ]L6x ≤ C1ǫ , (6.15)
‖ξµ‖L2t [0,T ] ≤ C2ǫ , ∀µ ∈ K := {µ : ω · µ > Ω , |µ| ≤ 2rt} , (6.16)
‖φc(t)‖H1x  ǫ , |ξ(t)|  ǫ ; (6.17)
then there exists C independent of ǫ, C1, C2 such that one has
‖PcX(φ)‖L2t [0,T ]L6/5x ≤ ǫC(C2 + ǫC1) . (6.18)
Proof. Write X(φc + φd) = X(φd) + X(φc + φd) −X(φd). From (P2), (6.13),
(4.7), it is clear that X(φd(ξ, ξ¯)) ∈ AℓS(CK ,V). Furthermore, write PcX(φd) =
PcX≤rt(φd)+PcX>rt(φd), where PcX≤rt(φd) is the Taylor expansion truncated
at order 2rt, which therefore (due to the fact that the system is in normal form)
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contains only monomials of the form Φµν(M)ξ
µξ¯ν with Φµν ∈ AℓS(Rn,W) and
|ω · (µ− ν)| > Ω. This implies in particular
‖PcX≤rt(φd)‖L6/5x 
∑
|µ|≤2rt ,|ω·µ|>Ω
|ξµ| . (6.19)
It follows from (6.16) that
‖PcX≤rt(φd)‖L2t [0,T ]L6/5x ≤ CC2ǫ .
Concerning X>rt , just remark that, by the formula for the remainder of the
Taylor expansion, one has
‖PcX>rt(φd)‖L6/5x 
(|ξ1|2 + ...+ |ξK |2)(2rt+1)/2 .
Controlling the r.h.s. through ‖ξµ‖L2t , µ ∈ K, one gets the thesis
We have now to estimate PcX(φc + φd)−PcX(φd). By remark 6.2, it is the
sum of a smoothing term coming from R03 and of the quantity
[dG∗(φd + φc)− dG∗(φd)]EX2P (ηp0−M ;G(φd + φc)) (6.20)
+dG∗(φd)E
[
X2P (η;G(φd + φc))−X2P (η;G(φd))
]
. (6.21)
Since dG∗(φd + φc) − dG∗(φd) = dS∗(φd + φc) − dS∗(φd), (where we used the
notations of lemma 6.2) one has
‖dG∗(φd + φc)− dG∗(φd)‖B(H−k1 ,−l1 ;Hk2 ,l2)  ‖φc‖H−k1 ,−l1  ‖φc‖L6 ,
and therefore,∥∥[dG∗(φd + φc)− dG∗(φd)]EX2P (ηp0−M ;G(φd + φc))∥∥L6/5 (6.22)
 ‖φc‖L6
∥∥X2P (η;G(φc + φd))∥∥L6/5  ‖φc‖L6 ǫ ‖G(φc + φd)‖L6
 ǫ ‖φc‖L6 ‖φ‖L6  ǫ ‖φc‖L6 ‖φ‖H1  ǫ2 ‖φc‖L6 .
In order to estimate (6.21), we exploit Remark 6.4 which gives∥∥X2P (η;G(φd + φc))−X2P (η;G(φd))∥∥L6/5 (6.23)
 ǫ ‖φc + S(φc + φd)− S(φd)‖L6 + ‖G(φd)‖Hk,l ‖φc‖L6  ǫ ‖φc‖L6 .
Adding the trivial estimate of dG∗(φd) one gets the thesis.
We are now ready to give the estimate of the continuous variable φc.
Lemma 6.6. Let φ(t) be a solution of the considered system. Assume that the
initial datum φ fulfills ‖φ‖H1 ≤ ǫ for some ǫ small enough. Assume that, for
some T > 0, the a priori estimates (6.15), (6.16) and (6.17) are fulfilled then
φc fulfills the following estimate
‖φc(t)‖L2t [0,T ]L6x ≤ Cǫ(C2 + ǫC1) . (6.24)
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Proof. First, the equation for φc has the form
φ˙c = L(t)φc + PcJ [(VM − V0)φ + (S11)linφ] + PcXN (φ) . (6.25)
We also denoted by (S11)lin a linear smoothing operator whose norm tends to
zero when M → 0. Remark that, since the system is in normal form at order
rt, the term in square bracket is independent of φd. Thus (6.25) is equivalent to
φ˙c = L(t)φc + PcJ [(VM − V0)φc + (S11)linφc] + PcXN (φ) . (6.26)
We use Duhamel principle to write its solution in the form φc(t) = I1+I2+I3+I4,
where
I1 := U(t, 0)φc(0) , I2 :=
∫ t
0
U(t, s)PcJ(VM − V0)φc(s)ds , (6.27)
I3 :=
∫ t
0
U(t, s)Pc(S11)linφc(s)ds , I4 :=
∫ t
0
U(t, s)PcXN (φ(s))ds . (6.28)
The estimates of I1 and of I4 are an immediate consequence of (St.1) and lemma
6.5, which give
‖I1‖L2t [0,T ]L6x  ǫ , ‖I4‖L2t [0,T ]L6x  ǫ(C2 + ǫC1) .
Concerning I2 we have, by the second of (P3)
‖(VM − V0)φc(s)‖L6/5x  |M | ‖φc‖L6x  ǫ
2 ‖φc‖L6x ,
from which ‖I2‖L2t [0,T ]L6x  ǫ3C1. Similarly, I3 is estimated using∥∥Pc(S11(M))linφc∥∥L6/5x  ∥∥(S11(M))linφc∥∥Hk,l  |M | ‖φc‖H−k,−l  ǫ2 ‖φc‖L6 .
from which ‖I3‖L2t [0,T ]L6x  ǫ3C1, and the thesis.
6.2 A further step of normalization
Consider again the Hamiltonian in normal form at order 2rt + 1, we rewrite it
in a form suitable for the forthcoming developments. First write
Hre(φd, φc) := HN (φd + φc)−HN (φd)− dHN (φd)φc , (6.29)
and
HNd := HN(φd(ξ, ξ¯))− Z0(ξ, ξ¯) , HNc := dHN (φd)φc − Z1(ξ, ξ¯, φc) , (6.30)
where Z0 is the Taylor expansion of HN (φd(ξ, ξ¯)) truncated at order 2rt + 1,
and we defined
Z1(ξ, ξ¯, φc) := 〈EG, φc〉+ 〈EG¯, φc〉 , (6.31)
G :=
∑
ν∈K
ξ¯νΦν , G¯ =
∑
ν∈K
ξ¯νΦν , (6.32)
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with Φν ∈ AℓS(Rn,W). Denote also R := HNd+HNc+Hre, then the Hamilton
equations of the system can be written in the form
φ˙c = Lcφc + J∇φcHL1 +G+ G¯+ wj(M, ξ, φc)JAjφc + J∇φcR(M, ξ, φc) ,
(6.33)
ξ˙k = −iωkξk − i∂HL1
∂ξ¯k
− i∂Z0
∂ξ¯k
− i
〈
E
∂G
∂ξ¯k
, φc
〉
− i∂R
∂ξ¯k
, (6.34)
wj(M, ξ, φc) :=
∂HN
∂Mj
+
∂HL1
∂Mj
+
∂D
∂Mj
, (6.35)
and the gradient ∇φc is computed at constant M . We look now for functions
Yν = Yν(M) such that the new variable g defined by
g := φc + Y + Y¯ , Y =
∑
ν
Yν ξ¯
ν (6.36)
is decoupled up to higher order terms from the discrete variables. Substitution
into equation (6.33) yields
g˙ = Lcg +
∑
ν
(Φν + iν · ωYν − LcYν) ξ¯ν (6.37)
+
∑
ν
(
Φ¯ν − iν · ωY¯ν − LcY¯ν
)
ξν + h.o.t. (6.38)
where the h.o.t. will be explicitly computed below. In order to kill the main
terms define
Yν = R
+
Lc
(iω · ν)Φν and Y¯ν = R+Lc(iω · ν)Φν = R−Lc(−iω · ν)Φ¯ν . (6.39)
We substitute (6.36) into (6.34). Then, using (6.39), we get
ξ˙k = −iωkξk − i∂Z0
∂ξk
− i∂HL1
∂ξ¯k
+ G0,k(ξ)− i
〈
E
∂G
∂ξ¯k
; g
〉
− i∂R
∂ξ¯k
, (6.40)
G0,k(ξ) := i
∑
ν∈K,ν′∈K
(
ξν
′
ξ¯ν
ξ¯k
νkcνν′ +
ξ¯ν
′
ξ¯ν
ξ¯k
νkbνν′
)
, (6.41)
cνν′ := 〈EΦν , Y¯ν′〉 , bνν′ := 〈EΦν , Yν′〉 . (6.42)
Following the standard ideas of normal form theory, we look for a change of
variables of the form ηj = ξj +∆j(ξ) which moves to higher order the nonreso-
nant terms. The choice
∆j(ξ) :=
∑
µ∈K, ν∈K
ω·(µ−ν) 6=0
[
1
iω · (µ− ν)
ξµξ¯ν
ξ¯j
νjcνµ +
1
−iω · (µ+ ν)
ξ¯µξ¯ν
ξ¯j
νjbνµ
]
(6.43)
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transforms (6.40) into the system η˙k = Ξk(η, η¯) + Ek(t) where
Ξk(η, η¯) := −iωkηk − i∂Z0
∂η¯k
− i∂HL1
∂ξ¯k
+Nk(η) (6.44)
Nk(η) := i
∑
µ∈K, ν∈K
ω·(µ−ν)=0
ηµη¯ν
η¯k
νkcνµ , (6.45)
and Ej(t) is a remainder term whose expression is explicitly given by
Ej := XL1j (ξ) −XL1j (η) + G0j(ξ) − G0j(η) +XNj (6.46)
+
∑
k
(
∂∆j
∂ξk
(ξ)
[
XL1k + G0k(ξ) +XNk (ξ)
]
+
∂∆j
∂ξ¯k
(ξ)
[
X¯L1k + G¯0k(ξ) + X¯Nk (ξ)
])
−
∑
k
(
∂∆j
∂ξk
(ξ)iωkξk − ∂∆j
∂ξk
(η)iωkηk +
∂∆j
∂ξ¯k
(ξ)iωk ξ¯k − ∂∆j
∂ξ¯k
(η)iωkη¯k
)
,
and we denoted
XL1k := −i
∂Z0
∂ξ¯k
− i∂HL1
∂ξ¯k
, XNk := i
∂R
∂ξ¯k
− i
〈
E
∂G
∂ξ¯k
; g
〉
.
The key point is that the considered system for η is no more conservative.
To see this we compute the Lie derivative of H0Lξ ≡
∑
k ωk |ηk|2 with respect
to Ξ.
We partition K into “resonant sets”. Define
Λ := {λ ∈ R : λ = ω · µ , µ ∈ K}
and, for λ ∈ Λ, define
Kλ := {µ ∈ K : ω · µ = λ} (6.47)
Fλ(η) :=
∑
µ∈Kλ
Φµη¯
µ ∈ AℓS(Rn,W) . (6.48)
Remark 6.7. One has
£ΞH0Lξ = − Im
(∑
λ∈Λ
λ
〈
EFλ(η);R
+
Lc
(iλ)Fλ(η)
〉)
. (6.49)
Furthermore, using formally the formula (x− i0)−1 = PV (1/x)+iπδ(x) in order
to compute (formally) R+Lc(iλ), one realizes that if there are no convergence
problems, one has
Im〈EΦ¯;R+Lc(iλ)Φ〉 > 0 , ∀0 6= Φ ∈ PcHk,a (6.50)
with k, a sufficiently large. In typical cases (e.g. in NLS), (6.50) is obtained by
using the wave operator in order to conjugate Lc and JA0, and exploiting the
result by [Yaj95, Cuc01] according to which the wave operator leaves invariant
the Lp spaces.
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We are ready to state the Fermi Golden Rule, which essentially states that
the quantity (6.49) is nondegenerate; to this end denote
bλ(η) := Im
(
λ
〈
EFλ(η);R
+
Lc
(iλ)Fλ(η)
〉)
(FGR) there exists a positive constant C and a sufficiently small δ0 > 0 such that
for all |η| < δ0 ∑
λ∈Λ
λbλ(η) ≥ C
∑
µ∈K
|ηµ|2 . (6.51)
Remark 6.8. This version of the FGR is essentially identical to that used in
[GW08]. It is easy to see that in the nonresonant case #Kλ = 1 ∀λ ∈ Λ, (6.51)
is equivalent to the assumption that a finite number of coefficients is different
from zero (see [BC11] condition (H7”)).
6.3 Estimate of the variables g, ξ, η.
In order to estimate the variable g we need the following lemma
Lemma 6.9. For any Φ ∈ PcHk,a and any ρ ∈ σc(Lc), there exists a Ψ ∈
PcH
k,a, linearly dependent on Φ, such that one has[
R±Lc(ρ), JAj
]
Φ = R±Lc(ρ)Ψ . (6.52)
Proof. To start with take ρ 6∈ σ(Lc). A simple computation shows that (omit-
ting ρ) the l.h.s. of (6.52) is given by RLcPc[JV0; JAj ]RLcΦ, from which, using
(St.2) and taking the limit ρ→ σc, the thesis follows.
Lemma 6.10. Under the same assumptions of lemma 6.6, g fulfills the estimate
‖g‖L2t [0,T ]L2,−ax ≤ C0ǫ+ Cǫ
2 , (6.53)
where a is a sufficiently large constant and C0 depends only on the constant of
the inequality (6.6).
Proof. Remarking that (where ∇φc is computed at constant M)
J∇φcHre = Pc [XN (φc + φd)−XN(φd)] , J∇φcHNc = PcX(φd)− (G+ G¯) ,
(6.54)
and denoting Rξ := HL1 +HN , the equation for g takes the form
g˙ = L(t)g − wjJAj(Y + Y¯ )− i ∂Y¯
∂ξk
∂Rξ
∂ξ¯k
+ i
∂Y
∂ξ¯k
∂Rξ
∂ξk
(6.55)
+ J∇φcHL1(φc) + Pc [XN (φc + φd)−XN(φd)] (6.56)
+ Pc
[
X(φd)− (G+ G¯)
]
. (6.57)
We apply Duhamel formula and estimate the different terms arising. First we
consider ∫ t
0
U(t, s)wjJAjY (s)ds . (6.58)
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Using lemma 6.9 and formula (6.39) for Y , it can be rewritten as the sum of
finitely many terms of the form∫ t
0
U(t, s)wjPc
[
R±LcJAjΦµ +R±LcΨµ
]
ξ¯µ(s)ds , (6.59)
with suitable Ψµ ∈ W∞. Then, exploiting (St.3), one has
‖(6.59)‖L2t [0,T ]L2,−νx  ‖ξ
ν‖L2t ‖Φν‖L2,νx  C2ǫ
3 . (6.60)
The estimate of the last term of (6.55) is identical to the same estimate of
[BC11], see lemma 7.9, so it is omitted. The terms coming from (6.56) have
already been estimated in the proof of lemma 6.6 (see the estimates of I1, I2, I3).
We come to (6.57). To this end remark that one has
X(φd(ξ)) =
∑
µ,ν : ω·(ν−µ)>Ω
(Xµνξ
µξ¯ν + c.c.) (6.61)
(with c.c. denoting the complex conjugated term), while the term subtracted
in (6.57) coincides with ∑
ν∈K
(X0ν ξ¯
ν + c.c.) . (6.62)
It follows that, if a term is present in (6.61) but not in (6.62), then it is of the
form Xµνξ
µξ¯ν+ν
′
with ν ∈ K. It follows that for such a term∥∥∥Xµ(ν+ν′)ξµξ¯ν+ν′∥∥∥
L2t [0,T ]L
2,−a
x
 ∥∥Xµ(ν+ν′)∥∥L2,−ax ‖ξν‖L2t [0,T ] |ξµ|  C2ǫ2 .
(6.63)
Since the sum is finite the thesis follows.
Lemma 6.11. Assume (6.15) and (6.16), then, provided ǫ is small enough, the
following estimate holds ∑
j
‖ηjEj‖L1t [0,T ] ≤ CC2ǫ
2 (6.64)
The proof of this lemma is almost identical to the proof of Lemma 7.11
of [BC11]. Indeed the only difference is due to the presence of HL1, but the
corresponding terms can be estimated by the same methods used in [BC11].
For this reason we omit the proof.
Theorem 6.12. Assume (6.15) and (6.16) then, provided ǫ is small enough,
one has
‖φc(t)‖L2t [0,T ]L6x ≤ C(C2)ǫ (6.65)
ω · µ > Ω =⇒ ‖ξµ(t)‖L2t [0,T ] ≤ C
√
C2ǫ (6.66)
The proof (by standard bootstrap argument) is identical to the proof of
Theorem 7.12 of [BC11] and therefore is omitted.
Then also Theorem 6.1 immediately follows.
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7 NLS
Consider the scale of real Hilbert spaces Hk,l(Rn,C). We introduce the scalar
product in H0 and the symplectic form as follows:
〈ψ1;ψ2〉 := 2Re
(∫
Rn
ψ1(x)ψ¯2(x)dx
)
, ω(ψ1;ψ2) := 〈iψ1;ψ2〉 , (7.1)
(remark that on a real vector space the multiplication by i is not a scalar but a
linear operator). The Hamilton equations are given by ψ˙ = −i∇ψ¯H , where ∇ψ¯
is the gradient with respect of the L2 scalar product.
The Hamiltonian of the NLS is given by
H := P0+HP , P0(ψ) :=
∫
R3
ψ¯ (−∆ψ)d3x , HP (ψ) := −
∫
R3
β(|ψ|2)d3x ;
(7.2)
in particular one has A0 := −∆. The corresponding Hamilton equations are
(1.1).
There are 4 symmetries: Gauge and translations. The operators generating
the symmetries are Aj = −i∂j , j = 1, 2, 3 and A4 = 1l, so that one has
Pj(ψ) = −
∫
Rn
ψ¯i∂jψd
nx , P4(ψ) =
∫
Rn
|ψ|2dnx . (7.3)
The construction of the ground state (and the subsequent study) exploits
the boost transformation which, given a ground state at rest, puts it in uniform
motion.
Definition 7.1. Given v ∈ R3, the unitary transformation
U(v) : L2 ∋ ψ 7→ U(v)ψ := e− iv·x2 ψ ∈ L2 , (7.4)
is called the boost transformation with velocity v.
Remark 7.2. The boosts form a unitary group parametrized by the velocities.
Furthermore, for any fixed v the corresponding boost is a canonical (symplectic)
transformation. The boosts have also the remarkable property of conserving the
Lp norms.
Having fixed E > 0 and putting λ4 = −E and λj = 0, for j = 1, 2, 3, the
equation (3.3) for the ground state, denoted by bE , takes the form (2.1) which
has already been discussed. We will denote
p4(E) := P4(bE) ≡
∫
Rn
b2Ed
nx .
A direct computation shows that ηp := U(v)bE is a ground state with pa-
rameters
P4(ηp) = p4(E) , Pj(ηp) = vj
2
p4(E), j = 1, 2, 3 (7.5)
λj = vj , j = 1, 2, 3 , λ
4 = −
(
E + |v|
2
4
)
. (7.6)
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In order to explicitly perform the computations and to verify all the assump-
tions it is useful to exploit the existence of the boosts. So fix p0 and consider
ηp0 and the decomposition of H
k into Tηp0T and its symplectic orthogonal.
Since U(v) maps bE into ηp0 , is linear and symplectic, it also maps TbET to
Tηp0T and TωbET to Tωηp0T . Furthermore it is unitary (and it also conserves all
the Lp norms), and therefore it is particularly convenient to represent Vk as
Vk = U(v)VkE , with VkE := TωbET ∩ Hk. This is what we are now going to
do. We will also denote by ΠE ≡ ΠbE the projector on such a space
Remark 7.3. In such a representation one has that HL0 is represented by the
restriction to VkE of HLE := P0 + d2HP (bE)(ψ, ψ) + EP4. Correspondingly the
linear operator J∇HL0 is equivalent (through U) to the restriction to VkE of the
vector field of HLE , which in turn is the Hamiltonian vector field of HLE ◦ΠE .
Remark 7.4. Explicitly, one has
HLE(ψ) =
1
2
〈−∆ψ, ψ〉+ E 1
2
〈ψ, ψ〉+ d2HP (bE)(ψ, ψ) , (7.7)
or, denoting
ψ =
ψ− + iψ+√
2
, ψ± ∈ Hk,l(Rn,R) , (7.8)
HLE(ψ+, ψ−) =
1
2
〈A+ψ+;ψ+〉+ 1
2
〈A−ψ−;ψ−〉 , (7.9)
where
A− := −∆+ E − β′(b2E)− 2β′′(b2E)b2E , A+ := −∆+ E − β′(b2E) , (7.10)
one has
L0
[
ψ+
ψ−
]
=
[−A−ψ−
A+ψ+
]
(7.11)
We pass to the verification of the assumptions. (S1-S4) are trivial. The same
is true for (P1-P2), (B1-B2). (L1,L2,P3) are well known in this context, while
(L3,L4) were assumed explicitly in sect. 2. (St.2) is by now standard. We come
to the other assumptions.
Lemma 7.5. Assumption (B3) holds.
Proof. It is clearly enough to verify the assumption at ηp = bE . First remark
that, at bE , we have
∂ηp
∂pj
= − i
p4
xjbE ≡
(
− 1
p4
xjbE , 0
)
, j = 1, 2, 3 , (7.12)
∂ηp
∂p4
= −E ′ ∂bE
∂E ≡
(
0,−E ′∂bE
∂E
)
, (7.13)
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so that one gets
ω
(
∂ηp
∂p4
;
∂ηp
∂pj
)
= −E
′
p4
〈(
∂bE
∂E
, 0
)
;
(
xjbE , 0
)〉
=
∫
R3
xjbE
∂bE
∂E dx ,
but bE
∂bE
∂E is spherically symmetric, while x
j is skew symmetric, and thus the
integral vanishes.
The following Lemma is a minor variant of a Lemma proved by Beceanu and
Perelman
Lemma 7.6. Assumptions (St.1,St.3) hold.
In appendix B we report its proof following [Per11].
Corollary 7.7. Under the assumptions of section 2, Theorem 6.1 holds for the
NLS.
Remark 7.8. In the case of NLS one can easily show that (St.1) and (St.3)
hold also if the spaces Lpx are substituted by the Sobolev spaces W
1,p
x . As a
consequence also the conclusion (6.11) holds with W 1,6x in place of L
6
x.
In the case of NLS, the flow of L0 is well known to satisfy Strichartz estimates
of the form ∥∥etL0Pcφ∥∥LqtW 1,rx  ‖φ‖H1 (7.14)∥∥∥∥∫ t
0
e(t−s)L0PcF (s)ds
∥∥∥∥
LqtW
1,r
x
 ‖F‖
Lq˜
′
t W
1,r˜′
x
(7.15)
for all admissible pair (q, r), (q˜, r˜), namely pairs fulfilling
2/q + 3/r = 3/2, 6 ≥ r ≥ 2, q ≥ 2 .
As a consequence one can prove the same estimates also for the flow U(t, s).
Using such estimates one gets the following
Theorem 7.9. Let φ(t) be a solution of the reduced equations corresponding
to NLS. Let φ0 be the initial datum, and assume ‖φ0‖H1 = ǫ is small enough.
Then there exists φ∞ such that
lim
t→+∞
∥∥φ(t)− etL0φ∞∥∥H1 = 0 (7.16)
Proof. The proof is standard (see e.g. [BC11], Lemma 7.8) and thus it is omit-
ted. Theorem 2.2 is just a reformulation of the above theorem in terms of the
original system.
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A Proof of theorem 3.17
We recall the idea on which the proof is based in the standard case. The main
point is the construction of a suitable coordinate frame in which the actions of
the symmetries becomes trivial.
To start with consider the map
I × Rn × Vk ∋ (p, q, φ) 7→ eqjJAj (ηp +Πpφ) ∈ Hk . (A.1)
Lemma A.1. There exists a mapping ϕ(u) ≡ (p(u), q(u)) with the following
properties
1) ∀k there exists an open neighborhood U−k ⊂ H−k of ηp0 such that ϕ ∈
C∞(U−k,R2n)
2) e−q
j(u)JAju− ηp(u) ∈ Πp(u)V−k.
Proof. Consider the condition 2). It is equivalent to the couple of equations
0 = fl(q, p, u) := 〈e−qjJAju− ηp;Alηp〉 ≡ 〈u; eqjJAjAlηp〉 − 2pj = 0 ,
(A.2)
0 = gl(q, p, u) := 〈e−qjJAju− ηp;E∂ηp
∂pl
〉 ≡ 〈u; eqjJAjE∂ηp
∂pl
〉 − 〈ηp;E∂ηp
∂pl
〉
(A.3)
Both the functions f and g are smoothing, so we try to apply the implicit func-
tion theorem in order to define the functions q(u), p(u). First remark that the
equations are fulfilled at (q, p, u) = (0, p0, ηp0), then we compute the derivatives
of such functions with respect to qj , pj and show that they are invertible. We
have
∂fj
∂pk
∣∣
(0,p0,ηp0)
=
[
〈u; eqlJAlAj ∂ηp
∂pk
〉 − 2δkj
]
(0,p0,ηp0))
= −δkj ,
where we used
δkj =
∂
∂pk
1
2
〈ηp;Ajηp〉 = 〈ηp;Aj ∂ηp
∂pk
〉 . (A.4)
Then we have
∂fj
∂qk
∣∣
(0,p0,ηp0)
= 〈ηp0 ; JAjAkηp0〉 = 0 (A.5)
by the skew-symmetry of J and property (S1).
We come to g.
∂gj
∂pk
∣∣
(0,p0,ηp0)
= 〈ηp0 ;E
∂2ηp0
∂pj∂pk
〉 − 〈∂ηp0
∂pk
;E
∂ηp0
∂pj
〉 − 〈ηp0 ;E
∂2ηp0
∂pj∂pk
〉 (A.6)
which vanishes by (H6). Finally we have
∂gj
∂qk
∣∣
(0,p0,ηp0 )
= 〈Akηp0 ;
∂ηp0
∂pj
〉 = δjk
Therefore the implicit function theorem applies and gives the result.
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Corollary A.2. Any function u ∈ Hk in a neighborhood of ηp0 can be uniquely
represented as
u = eq
jJAj (ηp +Πpφ) , (A.7)
with (q, p, φ) ∈ Rn × Rn × Vk smoothly dependent on u.
Remark that p(u) 6= P(u).
Lemma A.3. Fix φ ∈ V l, and let X ∈ Ti(φ)S ∩ Hk. Assume k + l ≥ dA, then
there exist Q ≡ (Q1, ..., Qn) ∈ Rn and Φ ∈ Hmin{k,l−dA} such that
X = QjJAji(φ) + i∗Φ . (A.8)
Proof. We write explicitly the formula (A.8) and show how to solve it for Q and
Φ:
X = QjJAj(ηp + Πpφ) +
(
∂ηp
∂pj
+
∂Πp
∂pj
φ
)
〈∇pj ; Φ〉+ΠpΦ . (A.9)
Apply to such a formula the operator Π˜p
−1
Πp (recall that Π˜p : ΠpHi → V i is
an isomorphism) getting
Φ = Π˜p
−1
ΠpX−QjΠ˜p
−1
ΠpJAj(ηp+Πpφ)−Π˜p
−1
Πp
(
∂ηp
∂pj
+
∂Πp
∂pj
φ
)
〈∇pj ; Φ〉 .
(A.10)
Taking the scalar product with ∇pk we get
〈∇pk; Φ〉 =
〈
∇pk; Π˜p
−1
ΠpX
〉
−Qj
〈
∇pk; Π˜p
−1
ΠpJAj(ηp +Πpφ)
〉
−
〈
∇pk; Π˜p
−1
Πp
(
∂ηp
∂pj
+
∂Πp
∂pj
φ
)〉
〈∇pj ; Φ〉 (A.11)
By formula (3.24) and by remark 3.8 one has〈
∇pk; Π˜p−1ΠpX
〉
= −
∑
l
M lk〈Alφ;X〉+ smoothing function ,
which is well defined under the assumptions of the lemma. Now,〈
∇pk; Π˜p
−1
ΠpJAjΠpφ
〉
= −
∑
l
M lk〈Alφ; JAjφ〉+ smoothing function
= smoothing function .
Furthermore the coefficient of 〈∇pj ; Φ〉 at r.h.s. of (A.11) is small (and
smoothing) if φ is small enough. Thus one can solve (A.11) and compute
〈∇pj ; Φ〉 as a function of well defined objects and of Qj .
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Take the scalar product of (A.9) with E
∂ηp
∂pl
, getting
〈X ;E∂ηp
∂pl
〉 = Qj
(
〈E∂ηp
∂pl
; JAjηp〉+ 〈E∂ηp
∂pl
; JAjΠpφ
)
+
(
〈E∂ηp
∂pl
;
∂ηp
∂pj
〉+ 〈E∂ηp
∂pl
;
∂Πp
∂pj
φ〉
)
〈∇pj ; Φ〉
= Qj(−δlj − 〈
∂ηp
∂pl
;AjΠpφ〉) + 〈∇pj ; Φ〉〈E∂ηp
∂pl
;
∂Πp
∂pj
φ〉 .
Substitute the expression we got for 〈∇pj ; Φ〉, and then it is immediate to see
that it is possible to compute the Qj’s, and thus also 〈∇pj ; Φ〉, and use (A.10)
to get Φ.
Lemma A.4. Take φ ∈ Vk with k large enough, then the following formula
holds
XH(e
qjJAj i(φ)) = Ql(φ)eq
jJAjJAli(φ) + e
qjJAj i∗XHr(φ) . (A.12)
Furthermore there exists a matrix M˜ lj = δ
l
j + Mˆ
l
j with Mˆ
l
j smoothing functions,
such that
Ql = M˜ ljdH
∂ηp0
∂pj
. (A.13)
Proof. First, the vector field XH is equivariant, i.e.
XH(e
qjJAjφ) = eq
jJAjXφ(φ) ,
thus it is enough to verify the formula for qj = 0. Furthermore XH(i(φ)) ∈
Ti(φ)S thus, by the preceding lemma it admits the representation
XH = Q
lJAli(φ) + i∗Φ , (A.14)
and remark that, for any choice of l, one has
ω(JAli(φ); i∗Ψ) = 〈Ali(φ); i∗Ψ〉 = 0 , ∀Ψ ∈ V
since this is the condition ensuring that i∗Ψ ∈ Ti(φ)S.
Remark that (by lemma A.3), at such points, any vector U ∈ Hk admits the
representation
U = αlJAli(φ) + i∗Ψ+ β
j ∂ηp
∂pj
; (A.15)
we insert such a representations in the definition of the vector field XH . Ob-
taining
dHU = αldHJAli(φ) + dHi∗Ψ+ β
jdH
∂ηp
∂pj
= ω(XH ;U) = ω(Q
lJAli(φ) + i∗Φ;α
lJAli(φ) + i∗Ψ+ β
j ∂ηp
∂pj
) ,
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which, exploiting the invariance of H and (A.15), gives
dHi∗Ψ+ β
jdH
∂ηp
∂pj
= Qlβjω(JAli(φ);
∂ηp
∂pj
) + ω(i∗Φ; i∗Ψ) + β
jω(i∗Φ;
∂ηp
∂pj
) .
(A.16)
Taking βj = 0 we get d(i∗H)Ψ = i∗ω(Φ;Ψ), which shows that Φ = XHr . To
get the formula for the Q’s take Φ = 0 and all the β’s equal to zero but one.
Thus we get
dH
∂ηp
∂pj
= Qlω(JAli(φ);
∂ηp
∂pj
) = Ql〈Al(ηp +Πpφ); ∂ηp
∂pj
〉
= Ql
(
δjl + 〈AlΠpφ;
∂ηp
∂pj
〉
)
which gives the thesis.
From this Lemma the thesis of the theorem immediately follows.
B Proof of Perelman’s Lemma 7.6
First we transform the equation φ˙c = L(t)φc to a more suitable form. To this
end we make the transformation
φ = eq
j(t)JAj φ˜ , q˙j = wj , qj(0) = 0 , (B.1)
which gives
d
dt
φ˜ = Pc(t)H(t)φ˜ − R˜φ˜ , (B.2)
where
H(t) := L00 + JV˜ (t) (B.3)
and
L00 := J(A0 + EA4)
Pc(t) := e
−qJAjPce
qjJAj , V˜ (t) := e−q
jJAjV0e
qjJAj ,
R˜ := wj [Pc(t)− 1l] JAjPc(t) + wjPc(t)JAj [Pc(t)− 1l] .
Explicitly the operators V˜ (t) and Pc(t) can be computed by remarking that,
since eq
jJAj is canonical and unitary for any fixed time, one has
d2HP (bE)(e
qjJAj φ˜, eq
jJAj φ˜) =
1
2
〈
V0e
qjJAj φ˜; eq
jJAj φ˜
〉
=
1
2
〈V˜ φ˜; φ˜〉
= d2HP (e
−qjJAjbE)(φ˜, φ˜) .
Thus the projector Pc(t) is the projector on the continuous spectrum of H(t).
From this and the fact that eq
jJAj φ˜ ∈ PcV , it follows in particular that, for any
time t, one has Pc(t)φ˜(t) = φ˜(t). Remark also that one has
R˜ = wj [Pc(t)− 1l] JAjPc(t) + wjPc(t)JAj [Pc(t)− 1l] (B.4)
= −wj [Pd(t)JAjPc(t) + Pc(t)JAjPd(t)]
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which therefore is a small smoothing operator. Omitting tildes one has the
explicit formula
JV (t)φ = −β′(b2E(x − q(t)))φ (B.5)
−β′′(b2E(x− q(t)))2Re
(
e−iq
4(t)bE(x− q(t))φ
)
eiq
4(t)bE(x − q(t)) .
Here and below we denote by q ∈ R3 the vector with components qj , j = 1, 2, 3.
We work on the equation
φ˙ = H(t)φ+R(t)φ , (B.6)
following almost literally the proof given by Perelman. With a slight abuse
of notation we will here denote by U(t, s) the evolution operator of such an
equation. Remark that, fro the fact that L(t) leaves PcVk invariant, one has
Pc(t)U(t, s) = U(t, s)Pc(s) . (B.7)
First we have the following proposition (which follows from proposition 1.1
of [Per04] and the remark that eq
jJAj conserves all the Lpx norms)
Proposition B.1. There exists ǫ0 such that, provided |wj | = |q˙j(t)| < ǫ0, then
one has
sup
a∈R3, t∈R, s∈R
(∥∥∥〈x − a〉−νeH(t)sPc(t)φ∥∥∥
L2
〈s〉3/2
)
 (‖φ‖L2 + ‖φ‖L1) . (B.8)
We are going to prove the following local decay estimate from which the
Strichartz type inequalities (6.2) and (6.3) follow.
Lemma B.2. The evolution operator U satisfies∥∥〈x− a〉−νU(t, s)Pc(s)φ∥∥L2  ‖φ‖L2 + ‖φ‖L1〈t− s〉3/2 , (B.9)
∀t ≥ s , ∀a ∈ R3 .
Proof. It is clearly sufficient to work with s = 0. We will make use of the
following Duhamel formula
φ(t) = eH(t)tφ0 +
∫ t
0
dseH(t)(t−s)[H(s)−H(t)]φ(s) +
∫ t
0
dseH(t)(t−s)R(s)φ(s) .
Applying Pc(t) and iterating once the formula one gets φ(t) = I1+I2+I3+I4+I5,
where
I1 = e
H(t)tPc(t)φ0 I2 =
∫ t
0
ds eH(t)(t−s)Pc(t)R(s)φ(s)
I3 =
∫ t
0
ds eH(t)(t−s)Pc(t)[H(s) −H(t)]eH(s)sPc(s)φ0 ,
I4 =
∫ t
0
ds
∫ s
0
ds1e
H(t)(t−s)Pc(t)[H(s)−H(t)]eH(s)(s−s1)Pc(s)R(s1)φ(s1) ,
I5 =
∫ t
0
ds
∫ s
0
ds1e
H(t)(t−s)Pc(t)[H(s)−H(t)]eH(s)(s−s1)Pc(s)[H(s1)−H(s)]φ(s1) .
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The only nontrivial estimate is that of I5. We start by the others and then we
concentrate on I5,
The estimate of I1 is an immediate consequence of proposition B.1. Define
m(t) := sup
a∈R3, 0≤τ≤t
(∥∥〈x − a〉−νφ(t)∥∥
L2
〈τ〉3/2
)
, (B.10)
and, in order to estimate I2 remark that, for p = 1, 2, one has
‖R(s)φ(s)‖Lp ≤
∥∥〈x− q(s)〉NR(s)φ(s)∥∥
L2
 ǫ ∥∥〈x− q(s)〉−νφ(s)∥∥
L2
≤ ǫ m(s)〈s〉3/2
Substituting in I2 one gets∥∥〈x− a〉−νI2(t)∥∥L2  ∫ t
0
ds
1
〈t− s〉3/2 (‖R(s)φ(s)‖L1 + ‖R(s)φ(s)‖L2)
 ǫm(t)
∫ t
0
ds
1
〈t− s〉3/2
1
〈s〉3/2  m(t)
1
〈t〉3/2
The estimate of I4 is similar. For estimating I3, first remark that H(s)−H(t) =
V (s)− V (t), and thus, by (B.5), for any function φ, one has
|[H(s)−H(t)] φ|  ∣∣〈x− q(s)〉−Nφ∣∣+ ∣∣〈x− q(t)〉−Nφ∣∣ , ∀N .
So, we have∥∥〈x− a〉−νI3(t)∥∥L2

∫ t
0
ds
〈t− s〉3/2
[∥∥∥〈x− q(s)〉−νeH(s)sPc(s)φ0∥∥∥
L2
+
∥∥∥〈x− q(t)〉−νeH(s)sPc(s)φ0∥∥∥
L2
]

∫ t
0
ds
〈t− s〉3/2〈s〉3/2 (‖φ0‖L1 + ‖φ0‖L2) 
1
〈t〉3/2 (‖φ0‖L1 + ‖φ0‖L2) .
We come to I5. Here the key remark is that (with a slight abuse of notation)
|V (s1)− V (s2)|  ǫ1/2 〈x− q(s1)〉−N , ∀N (B.11)
and all s1, s2 with |s1 − s2|  ǫ−1/2.
Consider the two cases t ≤ 4ǫ−1/2 and t ≥ 4ǫ−1/2. Exploiting (B.11) one
easily gets that in the first case∥∥〈x− a〉−νI5(t)∥∥L2  ǫ1/2 m(t)〈t〉3/2 .
In the second case t ≥ 4ǫ−1/2, split the interval of integration of s into three
parts, accordingly define
I51 =
∫ ǫ−1/2
0
ds , I52 =
∫ t−ǫ−1/2
ǫ−1/2
ds , I53 =
∫ t
t−ǫ−1/2
ds .
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The term I51 is estimated exploiting the fact that in the considered interval
V (s)− V (s1) fulfill the estimate (B.11). Thus one gets∥∥〈x− a〉−νI51(t)∥∥L2  ǫ1/2 m(t)〈t〉3/2 .
Similarly I53 is estimated using the fact that in such an interval V (s) − V (t)
fulfill the estimate (B.11), and thus it gives the same contribution as I51. Finally
concerning I52, one has
∥∥〈x− a〉−νI52(t)∥∥L2 = ∫ t−ǫ−1/2
ǫ−1/2
ds
∫ s
0
ds1
1
〈t− s〉3/2
1
〈s− s1〉3/2
m(t)
〈s1〉3/2
 m(t)
∫ t−ǫ−1/2
ǫ−1/2
ds
1
〈t− s〉3/2
1
〈s〉3/2 
ǫ1/4m(t)
〈t〉3/2 .
Collecting all the results one gets
m(t) = sup
(
〈t〉3/2 ∥∥〈x− a〉−νφ(t)∥∥
L2
)
 ‖φ0‖L2 + ‖φ0‖L1 + ǫ1/4m(t) , (B.12)
from which the thesis immediately follows.
End of the proof of lemma 7.6. Consider the following Duhamel formulae
U(t, 0)Pc(0)φ0 = etL00Pc(0)φ0 (B.13)
+
∫ t
0
dseL00(t−s)(V (s) +R(s))U(s, 0)Pc(0)φ0
U(t, 0)Pc(0)φ0 = Pc(t)etL00Pc(0)φ0 (B.14)
+
∫ t
0
dsU(t, s)Pc(s)(V (s) +R(s))eL00sφ0 .
Inserting the second one in the integral of the first one one gets that the quantity
to be estimated is the sum of three integrals, which can be easily estimated using
(B.9) and the fact that eLct fulfills the Strichartz estimate (6.2) as proved e.g.
in [Cuc01] or [Per04].
The retarded estimate (6.3) can be deduced from (6.2) by reproducing ex-
actly the argument by Keel and Tao.
The verification of (St.3) is a small variant and is omitted.
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